End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
NEW VENTURE CREATION AND START UPS (MBA-054)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

Note: Attempt any five of the following. Each question carries equal marks.

No. of pages: 1

Q.1

‗Entrepreneurs are born not made‘. Discuss the statement critically.

Q.2

A well- documented business plan, backed with research may lead to the success of a project. Explain the
constituents of a business plan, and the requirements thereof.
10

Q.3

What aspects must we define when we are trying to convert a new business idea into a
real life project?
10

Q.4

What are MSMEs? Discuss a few initiatives taken by the govt, of India to promote them.

Q.5

Explain why a Private Limited company may be better for a new entrepreneur to
structure his business.
10

Case study:

10

10

START-UP DERAILMENT

Almost two-thirds of 100 venture capital (VC) investors — 64% — polled in an IBM study claim 'unethical
business conduct' is a major reason for startups failing in India. In response, entrepreneurs and industry
experts argue that the issue is not so much to do with "unethical business conduct" but more about "poor
corporate governance due to entrepreneurial inexperience," underscoring the often fractious relationship
between investors and founders in India's vibrant but still nascent startup sector. The study titled
'Entrepreneurial India: How startups redefine India's economic growth' was commissioned in the second
half of 2016. It had about 1,300 Indian respondents, around 600 of whom are entrepreneurs and another
100 venture capital investors, apart from leaders in enterprises, government and academia. The IBM
report cited misreporting of financial and other data, misrepresentation of financial plans or
achievements, and ignorance of regulatory requirements as factors of unethical business conduct. Over
3,000 startups have been funded in the past five years. Private equity and VC funds have infused more
than $22 billion of capital into India since 2006, according to startups analytics firm Tracxn. "Thinking of
that money as their own, as opposed to taking care of it because the capital is vested in a company or to
build a certain technology, affects the organisation, and how people are treated," said Nipun Mehrotra,
chief digital officer, IBM India and South Asia. Tracxn estimates that over 212 startups shut down in
2016, a 50% increase as compared to the previous year. Senior entrepreneurs and India-based investors
contested the charge of 'unethical business conduct', and believed founders require more mentoring.
Sameer Nigam, founder of digital payments venture Phone Pe, which is a part of India's most valuable
startup-Flipkart, said "a lot of founders are engineers, who need mentorship and support in areas like
accounting and finance." Nigam is the founder of US-based startup Mime360. Meena Ganesh, co-founder
of investment firm Growth Story, which has backed companies like healthcare venture Portea and foo d
portal Fresh Menu said, "lack of experience in founders may affect their judgement," citing the difference
between 'booked revenue' (based on orders) and 'accrued revenue' (based on business serviced). Firsttime businessmen find it hard to understand the difference in applying the right accounting minutiae.
Q.6

Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following questions:
a) What are the main reasons for start-up closing down in India?
b) How should the govt. or the private sector initiate improvement in start-up success
rate? Suggest a few measures.
5x2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – First Semester
QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGEMENT (MBA-102)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

―Each average has its own special features and it is difficult to say which one is the
best‖. Explain this statement?
10

Q.2

A person had 7 children. The average age of the children was 14 years when one of the
child died at the age of 8 years. What will be the average age of the remaining children
after five years of this death?
10

Q.3

Explain the meaning of a statistical experiment and corresponding sample space. Write
down the sample space of an experiment of simultaneous toss of two coins and a die. 10

Q.4

Define independent and mutually exclusive events. Can two events be mutually
exclusive and independent simultaneously? Support your answer with an example. 10

Q.5

An automatic device is set to fill 170 pills in each bottle of a certain medicine. A sample
of ten bottles was taken. They were found to contain 168, 164, 166, 167, 168, 169,
170, 170, 170 and 171 pills, with a standard deviation of 2.16 pills. Discuss whether the
device is properly adjusted. (The tabular value of ‗t‘ for 9 d.f. and 5% level of
significance is 2.262)
10

PART-B
Q.6

An insurance agent has claimed that the average age of policyholders who insure
through him is less than the average for all agents, which is 30-5 years. A random
sample of 100 policyholders, who had insured through him gave the following age
distribution?
Age last birthday
No. of persons
16--20
12
21-25
22
26--30
20
31--35
30
36--40
16
Calculate the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of this distribution and use these
values to test his claim at the 5% level of significance. You are given that Z (1.645) = 0.95.
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MBA – First Semester
QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGEMENT (MBA-102)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Discuss the considerations that determine the selection of a suitable average. Explain by
giving one example of each case.
10

Q.2

The average age of 40 students entering B. A. (Hons.) Economics first year in a college
was 19 years. Out of this only 25 students passed the third year examination. If the
average age of these 25 students is 22.5 years, find the average age of the remaining
students.
10

Q.3

Explain the meaning of conditional probability. State and prove the multiplication rule of
probability of two events when
a) they are not independent,
b) they are independent.
5×2

Q.4

Distinguish between ―null‖ and ―alternative‖ Hypothesis. Explain clearly the procedure of
testing hypothesis. Also point out the assumptions in hypothesis in large samples.
10

Q.5

A random sample of 9 items is taken of a certain measurement. From the data it is
2
found that X  108 and X  1584 . Find the confidence limits for the population
mean at 5% level of significance and test the hypothesis that population mean is 8.
(Table values at 5% level for 8 d.f. and 9 d.f. are 2.306 and 2.262 respectively.)
10

PART-B
Q.6

An insurance agent has claimed that the average age of policyholders who insure
through him is less than the average for all agents, which is 30.5 years. A random
sample of 100 policyholders, who had insured through him gave the following age
distribution:
Age last birthday
No. of persons
16--20
12
21--25
22
26--30
20
31--35
30
36--40
16
Calculate the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of this distribution and use these values
to test his claim at the 5% level of significance. You are given that Z (1.645) = 0 95.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA - First Semester
MARKETING MANAGEMENT-I (MBA-103)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all. Part-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR question
from Part-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A
Q.1

One of the leading builders in Faridabad has conceptualized ‗Health and Beauty Mall‘;
you have been hired by the construction firm to strategize its marketing. How will you
do it? Explain.
10

Q.2

―For a strategy of market segmentation to be effective, the market must be identifiable
and measurable, substantial and responsive‖. Explain the statement by taking an
example of both, a product failure due to bad segmentation and a successful product
because of good segmentation strategy.
10

Q.3

Explain the roles played by a buyer and explain how will you develop marketing mix for
a quick service restaurant?
10

Q.4

You have been hired to open a gym for the kids below the age group of 12 for the
same you have to strategize its marketing, how will you do it explain?
10

Q.5

Explain the STP process along with difference between point of parity and point of
difference?
10

PART-B
Case study:
Sanjay Dutt is a popular name in Indian cinema. He is the son of legendary Actors Sunil
Dutt and Nargis. Sanjay enjoys a high screen presence in today‘s Hindi cinema. But in
the past, Sanjay was into drugs and was very violent. Sanjay was also involved in
Bombay bomb blast for which he was jailed for some time.
He underwent rehabilitation and now spends quality time with his friends and family.
Sanjay is associated with few non-governmental organizations and participates in road
shows, seminars, conferences and advertises against abuse of drugs. He is well known
for his comic roles also, like the role-played in a movie called ‗Munna Bhai MBBS‖. It‘s
necessary to add humor to communication against drug abuse and Sanjay feels that he
fits into such a humour character that can motivate people against drugs. He took this
responsibility and spoke to people how he came out of drugs with lot of humour and
fun. He visits clubs, schools and colleges and talks about the don‘ts about drugs.
Q.6

Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following questions:
a) What environmental factors influence in making a successful comedy product for
television-whether it‘s the actor‘s ability or the content of communication?
5
b) Does an actor need to have a marketing strategy? Give relevant point in support of
your answer?
5

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – First Semester
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-I (MBA-104)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

―Time value of money is one of the major parts of objective decisions regarding the
financial decision making with long term engagement of funds‖. Elucidate the statement
with examples while considering the concept of time value of money in your answer. 10

Q.2

Ratio analysis plays a pivotal role in the decision making, discuss ratios with their
formulae and their significance in decision making.
10

Q.3

a) Discuss the debenture valuation models for the valuation of following:
i) Redeemable debentures.
ii) Perpetual debentures.
5
b) Equity valuation is very dynamic due to changing prices of equity, compare the
valuation of debentures or preference shares with the valuation of equity shares. 5

Q.4

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) describes the relationship between systematic
risk and expected return for assets, particularly stocks, elucidate in brief.
10

Q.5

Capital budgeting consists of various techniques used by managers; discuss the
different capital budgeting techniques? Describe them with their merits and demerits. 10

Q.6

a) Discuss the factors affecting capital budgeting decisions.
5
b) What is the difference between NPV and IRR? Which is a better technique between
NPV and IRR, and why?
5

PART-B
Q.7

a) The default free 10 year interest rate on riskless investments is 4.55% and that you
are pricing a zero-coupon treasury bond, with a maturity of 10 years and a face
value of $1,000. Calculate the price of the bond.
5
b) If the face value of bond is $1,000 for a 10 year zero coupon treasury bond which is
trading at $593.82. Calculate the default-free 10 year spot rate.
5

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – First Semester
ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGERS (MBA-105)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; Part-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from Part-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A
Q.1

As per the Schedule III of the Companies Act, 2013, discuss the format, its particulars
and show how the Balance Sheet and statement of profit and loss are prepared by the
companies for financial reporting?
10

Q.2

Cash flow statement is derived analytically from the other accounts, while the other
financial statements are prepared directly from the firm‘s accounts. Discuss with the
help of cash flow worksheet.
10

Q.3

Lallan Prasad promoted Laxman Enterprises, his proprietary firm, to start a business of
trading a product Y on 1 April, 2016. He hires an office, fitted with fans, lights and AC,
at Dwarka New Delhi, @ ₹4,500 p.m. electricity connection already exists in the name
of the owner Lallu P. Singh. Laxman Enterprises will pay the electricity consumed as per
the bill received by the owner from BSES Yamuna Power Ltd. the followings are the
details of the transactions entered into by the firm during the three month period of
April to June and first week of July.
Date
Apr 1
Apr 1
Apr 1
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

1
1
2
2

Apr 2
Apr 2
Apr 2

Tr. No
Transaction
1
Received cash from Mr. Lallan Prasad towards his capital
2
Opened a current account, no. 200, with Punjab National Bank, Dwarka
3
Issued cheque no. 1234 towards security deposit to Lallu P. Singh.
Deposit carries 10% p.a. interest receivable quarterly
4
Purchased one Nokia cell phone in cash from Mobile Corner
5
Booked, in cash, a pre-paid one year cell connection with Airtel
6
Purchased office furniture from Mod Furniture's, issued cheque 1235
7
Purchased one Hero Honda motorcycle from Bagga Auto. All initial cost
including insurance borne by the vendor issue cheque no. 1236
8
Purchased one atlas cycle from Meison store. Paid cash
9
Received printed stationery. Issued cheque no. 1237
10
Purchased other office stationery in cash from a local stationery shop

Amount (₹)
5,00,000
4,75,000
13,500
9,500
3,900
25,400
54,550
1,650
1,250
1,275

a) Write the Balance Sheet Equation, Debit and Credit, + and – signs of the entries.
b) For all the entries write in the following format (I expect the student with a better
understanding of commerce should also mention the description for the entries).
Tr. No What account is What is to be Cr.?
to be Dr.?
Personal/Real/No Personal/Real/Nominal
minal Account
Account

Problem, if any in demarcation
of accounts

10
Q.4

What are the different methods of Depreciation methods available with the finance
manager? Discuss the accounting entries for the Straight Line Method and WDV
method?
10

Q.5

―The general inventory valuation principle, deriving from the conservatism concept for
reporting‖ Comment. Also discuss the various methods of inventory costing methods. 10

PART-B
Q.6

a) Prepare the common size financial statement for the following Profit and Loss
Statement of ABC Ltd.
b) Suggest the ways by which the company can generate Revenues in future, based on
the following two comparative P&L Statement of this firm.
Particulars

2016 (` In Million)
Gross Sales
106060.90
Less: Excise Duty
13138.60
Net Sales
92922.3
Material costs
69010.10
Other Expenses
12344.80
Less: Expenses, Incl. in above (320.50)
items, capitalized
(+) Other income (Operations)
Wind power generated, mainly 330.50
captive consumed
Other operating income
1047.1
Profit
before
Depreciation, 13265.50
Interest and Taxes-PBDIT
Depreciation
1902.60
Operating Profit-OP/PBIT
11362.90
Interest and finance charges
53.40
(+) Other Income (Non-Operating) 6460.60
Profit Before Tax and extra 17770.10
ordinary items –PBTEOT
Extra ordinary expenses:
Compensation paid under voluntary 385.70
retirement scheme
Export
incentives
accrued
in 103.90
previous year written off
Profit Before Tax for the year- 17280.50
(PBT-Y)
Prior Period expenses
8.60
Profit Before Tax-PBT
17271.90
Provision for Tax:
Current tax
5005.00
Deferred tax
(134.10)
Fringe Benefit tax
30.00
Tax credits pertaining to earlier ….
years
Total tax
4900.90
Profit after tax-NP/PAT
12371.00

2017(` In Million)
85498.60
10804.80
74693.80
53246.00
10118.40
(248.10)
199.50
88.37
11865.37
1910.00
9955.37
3.40
6081.83
16033.80
226.40
…
15807.40
8.70
15978.70
5135.50
(394.40)
50.00
(225.10)
4566.00
11232.70
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – First Semester
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (MBA-106)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Which is more important for MNCs, self interest or host government‘s economic
interest? Discuss in detail.
10

Q.2

What are the four elements of Porter‘s Diamond theory? Critically comment on each. 10

Q.3

What are the major incentives for developed countries to invest in developing
countries?
10

Q.4

How cross culture management helps organizations to increase their productivity and
growth? Discuss in detail.
10

Q.5

What is country risk analysis? What are the different methods to do risk assessment in
international market?
10

PART-B
Q.6

Case Study: AOL and Time Warner Team Up

Difficult as this may be to comprehend today, America Online (AOL) started out in 1985 as
simply one of many service firms providing O customers with a way to connect to the
Internet. Remarkably only fifteen years later AOL entered the new millennium as the
world's leading.online service firm, with more than 20 million paying subscribers and a
phenomenal growth in revenue. By merging with the world's leading media company, Time
Warner, AOL has transformed itself into an Internet colossus. With combined revenues of
$36 billion, the new firm, AOL Time Warner, is being touted as ―the world's first media and
communications company of the Internet age.‖
The union of AOL and Time Warner illustrates how partnerships and megers between firms
can benefit Internet-related businesses. Partnerships and mergers can be quicker and less
expensive ways for firms to grow. By merging with Time Warner, AOL has enhanced its
delivery of Internet content, since it can now offer its customers some of Time Warner's
rich variety of entertaining and informative products, such as CNN online news services and
journals. By the same token, Time Warner has found a partner that can deliver its
internationally appealing content to a large existing audience—the audience that AOL has
built up through earlier mergers and acquisitions, as well as through the introduction of its
internally developed products and services. For instance, in 1998 AOL. acquired ICQ from
Israel-based Mirabiiis, the world's largest communications community, comprising more
than 50 million registered users. ICQ's free access service allows users to locate and chat
with individuals and groups online regardless of which Internet service provider they use.
More than two-thirds of ICQ registrants live outside the United States, and so AOLs
acquisition of ICQ has helped the company open the door to the customers worldwide,
Given that people living in North America are still the dominant users of the Internet, this
strategic merger continues to make sense in the race to enlist customers globally and build
brand recognition on the Internet.
According to AOL‘s research, 70 percent of all online consumers regularly or occasionally
receive their news through the Internet. The synergy of the fit between AOL and Time
Warner (www. aoltimewarner.com) thus becomes even more obvious. With the merger,

both parties have made considerable progress in their efforts to grow their e-business.
AOL‘s exclusive access to Time Warner content, which may attract new customers, gives
the company a major competitive advantage over other Internet service providers that lack
access to this content. The merger may also increase the number of consumers of Time
Warner‘s magazines {Business 2.0, in Style, Time, Sports Illustrated, People, Teen People,
Entertainment Weekly) and other products, including music (Atlantic Records, Rhino
Records, Warner Brothers Records), cable television (WB, TNT, Cartoon Network, Turner
Classic Movies, CNN, HBO), films (Warner Brothers, New Line Cinema), and the
accompanying websites. Furthermore, the variety of communication products A OL Time
Warner offers—such as telephone service through cable, e-commerce products, and cross
promotion of variety of consumer products will generate many more new opportunities for
growth.
a) What lessons can other businesses learn from the success of e-business in AOL Time
Warner?
b) Do you think that AOL Time Warner achieved the present progress only through
e-business? Could not the same success have been achieved through brick-and-mortar
model?
5×2
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Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – First Semester
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MBA-107)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Write short notes on the following:
a) Network topologies.
b) Operating systems.

5×2

Q.2

Elucidate the measures that can be undertaken to protect the security of the
management information systems. Explain firewall.
10

Q.3

Discuss system development life cycle approach to design an Information System.

Q.4

Write short notes on the following:
a) Cloud computing.
b) Prototyping.

10

5×2

Q.5

Describe how the application of SCM & ERP in an organization helps the business? Give
examples.
10

Q.6

Discuss the utility and functions of any three types of information systems in detail. 10

PART-B
Q.7

Web Portal Benefits
At Du Pont Co.‘s (www.dupont.com) $4 billion performance coating grope, the critical issue
was content management. ―We have a very large number of documents for marketing:
brochures, press releases, warranty information on products and general support content
for our distributors and car repair body shops‖, explains Catherine March and, the groups
e- business strategy manager. ―Our salesmen were driving around with 23 kg of obsolete
literature in their trunk.‖
Du Pont opted to deliver the information through a web-based intranet/ extranet portal,
using technology from Bow-street, a portal s/w and web development tools company. Du
Pont wanted the ability to customize information about its half a dozen coating brands. It
also wanted each of its 2500 distributors and repair shops worldwide to see the information
displayed in almost 4000 different site views; which the technology would allow it to do.
Since the content capability was initiated, Du Pont‘s site has grown rapidly. The body shops
can now get training, bench marketing tools, and can paint colour formulas via the portal.
There are also job posting and resume services and for the distributors, Du Pont is
researching adding order-tracking and order accuracy capabilities soon.
a) What are the business benefits of the Ecommerce specifically a web portal? Make a
critical assessment.
b) What is the importance of ―content management‖ for enterprise web portals? Can a
small business develop and maintain such a portal? Why or why not?
5×2
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MBA – Second Semester
MARKETING MANAGEMENT-II (MBA-201)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Discuss the factors that may have an impact on the customer benefit vs. cost equation
for electric mosquito repellants.
10

Q.2

Why are holidays/travel and tourism classified as services? Explain.

Q.3

The technique of ‗invitation pricing‘ is often used for selling newspapers. Analyze the impact
of this technique, as compared to psychological pricing and value based pricing.
10

Q.4

―Sales promotions are always seasonal in nature. They do not lead to brand loyalty.‖
Examine this statement with respect to frequent flyer programmes of airlines.
10

Q.5

Based on the given advertisement, evaluate the following:
a) Message content and appeal.
b) Target market.
c) Message source.
d) Type of advertising.

10

2½×4

PART-B
Q.6

Read the caselet and answer the question given below:
Hushtek Corporation, a European FMCG company which was involved in selling
detergents brands, entered the Indian market. The company wanted to gain a foothold
in southern India before expanding to other parts of the country. A priority for the
company was to enter Telangana state for which it recruited Mr Desai as head of sales
operations for the state. Desai‘s immediate priority was to design the sales territories
for the state of Telangana and recruit salespeople accordingly and present it to the
country head. As an initial and immediate assignment, Desai had to design sales
territories in one of the districts, Nizamabad.

a) What factors does Mr. Desai need to consider while designing sales territories and
ensuring market coverage?
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – Second Semester
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT–II (MBA-202)

Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all. PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.
Q.1

Q.2

Discuss any two of the following:
a) Bonus share and share split.
b) Factors which influence capital structure.
c) Retained earnings are zero cost funds.

10

Given below is the financial position of Omega Ltd.
1000 shares Rs 10 each
Rs. 10,000
Reserves
50,000
12% Debentures
100,000
Creditors
40,000
TOTAL
200,000
Sales for the year
200,000
Less Expenses: Materials Labour, and Utilities bills
150,000
Interest on Debentures
12,000
Company pays Tax @ 30 %
The Board of Directors have recommended dividend of 20%. You are required to
a) Estimate the profit available for distribution of Dividend.
b) Work out the amount of dividend.
c) Indicate the factors which influence dividend.

10

Q.3

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of operating and financial
leasing?
10

Q.4

Differentiate between (any two):
a) Financial (or Debt) Restructuring and Operational Restructuring.
b) Merger and Acquisition and Takeover.
c) Operating lease and Financial lease.

Q.5

5x2

Why single working capital investment and financing policy doesn't work with the
subsidiaries of the same corporation and its firms? What factors are to be considered in
establishing a working capital policy for the firm?
10

PART-B
Q.6

Corporate Restructuring details of ABC Systems Ltd. are given as it is preparing to acquire
the System Ltd. considering the following data with additional given information you are
required to compare the increase/decrease in value resulting from this merger for both the
companies.
Earnings Per Share
Dividend per share
Share price
Number of Shares

ABC Systems (in Rs.)

Sytem Ltd (in Rs.)

10
2
100
10,00,000

5
0
20
6,00,000

Further investigation lead you to estimate that investors currently expect a steady
compounded growth of about 10% each year in System Limited earnings and dividends.

Under ABC Systems Limited control this growth should increase to about 100% each year,
without any additional capital investment and without any change in the riskiness of
operations. Given share price=dividend/ cost of equity -growth.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – Second Semester
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-II (MBA-202)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Capital budgeting is one of the important area of financial management and are used to
aid the decision making process in capital budgeting after evaluation of the projects that
include cash flows of today‘s and of tomorrow. Comment with different capital
budgeting techniques.
10

Q.2

Alpha Commercial Limited shows Current market value balance sheet ($ Million)
Assets
Liabilities
Cost of Capital
Cash
800
Debt
1600
6%
Existing assets 2000
Equity
1200
10%
Total Assets
2800
Total Liabilities and equity 2800
Tax rate is 40%
a) You are required to show the change in WACC with the same portfolio and what will
happen if the debt is increased by 100 million with additional cost by 0.5%
b) What will happen the cost of equity if the tax rate increases by 2% and cost of debt
also increases by 2%.
5×2

Q.3

Capital structure of a company refers to the make-up of its capitalization and it includes
all long-term capital resources engagement in long term. Discuss how companies
transform themselves as per the contemporary needs of the business by using capital
structure as its edge.
10

Q.4

Creating of a tailor made single working capital investment and financing policy optimal
for all the firms is not feasible, comment. Discuss the factors that need to be considered
before establishing a working capital policy for a company.
10

Q.5

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages associate with the leasing (operating and
financing both) for the business.
10

PART-B
Q.6

―Fundamentals of valuations are straightforward, the challenges we face in valuing
companies shift as firms mover through the life cycle. We go from idea businesses,
often privately owned, to young growth companies, either public or on the verge of
going public, to mature companies, with diverse product lines and serving different
markets, to companies in decline, marketing time until they are liquidated‘. Comment on
the basis of capital budgeting and valuation of firms.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA — Second Semester
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (MBA-203)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

A leading store of your city is facing a problem of continuously decreasing footfall.
Develop a 'marketing research proposal' by discussing each stage of research process. 10

Q.2

Differentiate between exploratory and descriptive research design.

Q.3

Explain questionnaire and interview as tools of data collection with its advantages and
disadvantages.
10

Q.4

Qualitative research must not be conducted in situations where obtaining quantitative
data is the ultimate objective." Discuss the statement.
10

Q.5

Write short notes on (any two) of the following:
a) Review of literature.
b) Report writing.
c) Non probability sampling.

10

5×2

PART-B
Trent Eating Association (TEA) operates a chain of restaurants in eight communities of
similar size and population characteristics. TEA currently has the image of a high-class
restaurant chain serving excellent food at premium prices. Its president is wondering
whether a 15 percent reduction in prices of all menu items would hurt or help sales
revenues and profits. Assume a marketing research study is to be conducted in this
situation and necessary data is to be gathered through a questionnaire.
Q.6

Design a questionnaire to collect data for the study.

10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA — Second Semester
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS (MBA-204)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

State in detail the law relating to competence of parties to a contract?

10

Q.2

Explain different kind of companies in detail.

10

Q.3

Does death of a partner necessarily results in the dissolution of the firm. Explain in
detail.
10

Q.4

Write notes on following:
a) 5 offences and penalties under IT Act 2000?
b) Discharge of Contract.

5x2

Write notes on following:
a) Rights of Unpaid Seller.
b) Redressal agencies under consumer protection act 1986.

5x2

Q.5

PART-B
Q.6

a) Land Development Authority advertised for sale of a prime plot by auction on Sunday, the 7 th July,
2001. Large number of people had come from far and distant places to participate in the auction after
spending lot of money. On the fixed date, an official of the authority appeared at the venue of the
auction and announced that the auction had been postponed by a months and expressed regrets for
the inconvenience caused to the prospective bidders. Can the bidders claim any compensation from
the authority for the inconvenience and damage caused to them by postponement of the auction
without any valid reasons?
5
b) The Managing Committee of a school in response to P's application for the post of Headmaster
passed a resolution appointing P to the post. But this decision was not communicated to P. however,
P came to know amount this decision from some source. Can P file a suit for breach of contract.
5

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Second Semester
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (MBA-205)
Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all. PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.
Q.1

"Production and Operations management are used by the firms to have an edge over
other competitive firms" Discuss with effective utilization of production planning and
operations management.
10

Q.2

"Market demand of products is not constant, so the requirement of raw material, hence
a production manger had to have a proper material planning and management so that
the sales and profit of the firm don't get disturbed". Explain with suitable examples. 10

Q.3

Japanese industries and practioner's had contributed towards the development of
Production and Operations management, explain with the help of few practices with
examples in support of your answer.
10

Q.4

Discuss how the PERT diagram and Critical Path methods are adopted by the firms in
decision making.
10

Q.5

"Layout plan and location of the production and distribution are amongst the most
important strategic decision of the company's management". Explain this while
considering for the set up a new plant.
10

PART-B
Q.6

"Manufacturing Process should be taken care by the use of supervised and
controlled systems". Discuss with the help of Statistical Process Control?
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Second Semester
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (MBA-205)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Explain the term value-added. Discuss the various impacts of outsourcing.

10

Q.2

Choose and explain in brief the type of forecasting technique (survey, Delphi,
averaging, seasonal, naive, trend, or associative) that would be most appropriate for
predicting:
a) Demand for Mother‘s Day greeting cards.
b) Popularity of a new television series.
c) Demand for vacations on the moon.
d) The impact a price increase of 10 percent would have on sales of orange
marmalade.
e) Demand for toothpaste in a particular supermarket.
2×5

Q.3

Explain the importance of process selection in system design. Briefly describe the five
process types, and indicate the kinds of situations in which each would be used.
10

Q.4

What are the basic assumptions in locational cost-profit-volume analysis? Discuss recent
trends in location and possible future strategies.
10

Q.5

A job was timed for 60 cycles and had an average of 1.2 minutes per piece. The
performance rating was 95 percent, and workday allowances are 10 percent. Determine
each of the following:
a) Observed time.
b) Normal time.
c) Standard time.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Case study:
Due to financial pressures that many hospitals face, the Deaconess Clinic in Billings,
Montana, decided to outsource a number of services, although in somewhat different
ways. First, the hospital outsourced its cafeteria food service. Although the food service
employees were hired by the outside firm, they still felt a sense of ownership of their
jobs, and still felt connected to the hospital because of the family atmosphere in the
kitchen and the cafeteria.
When the hospital tried the same thing with housekeeping, employee turnover became
a problem. An investigation revealed that because the housekeeping employees were
more isolated in their work, they lost what little feeling of being connected to the
hospital they had. The problem was solved by hiring the employees back but using the
outsource company to manage housekeeping. The hospital also decided to outsource its
laundry service. This time the hospital approached a rival hospital about joining it in
outsourcing laundry service.
Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following questions:

a) In some instances the outsourced service occurs in a different location, while in
others it takes place inside the organization doing the outsourcing, as the food
service did in this case.
What advantages were there in having the outsourced work performed within the
hospital? Suppose a different hospital outsourced its food service but decided not to
have the work performed in-house. What might its rationale be?
5
b) For laundry service, what might have been the rationale for asking another hospital
to join it?
5

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – Second Semester
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (MBA-207)

Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all. PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.
Q.1

What is the role of Values,Vision and Mission statement in strategy formulation.

10

Q.2

Explain in detail the strategic management framework.

10

Q.3

Why do companies scan and monitor the external environment?

10

Q.4

Explain any two components of the Ansoff's Growth Vector matrix.

10

Q.5

Explain the role of the primary value chain activities in an organization.

10

PART-B
Case Study:
Home sales data is that rare economic indicator that's refusing to improve -832.09
million sq ft of unsold inventory as on end-December and 8% fall in sales for the
quarter ending December, according to figures from property research firm Liases
Foras. Investors who had bet on handsome resale margins are stuck with unsold
apartments. Some of them are willing to sell apartments at below current market
prices.
Deepakh Parekh, chairman of HDFC and a man who's witnessed many housing booms
and busts, says "it's a buyers' market now". Ashwin Chawla, CEO of BigDeals.in,
explains why realty majors are somewhat desperate. "Developers are stressed in terms of
sales. They need to show bookings to even raise construction finance," Chawla said.
Yashwant Dalai, president of Estate Agents Association of India, says developers are offering
brokers bigger incentives but the problem is the lack of buyers. "In this kind of market,
builders have no option but to lure buyers with incentives and offers," Dalai says, (excerpt
from a report in The Economic Times, Feb 16, 2-15).

Q.6

You are the CEO at one of the leading real estate company in Delhi NCR with projects spread
over Noida, Ghaziabad and Gurgaon. Your company's shareholders have pressed the panic
button - your inventories have piled up and macro-economic indicators are unlikely to get
any better too soon. Considering the business environment, develop a strategy that can help
your company in clearing the inventory and build confidence in the shareholders.

10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Second Semester
MANAGING SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT (MBA-210)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

What are the challenges in achieving sustainable development and how can they be
overcome?
10

Q.2

How effective is the use of knowledge of different schemes of government in achieving
sustainable goals?
10

Q.3

Which of the 17 SDGs are relevant for agriculture sector and why? Give reasons.

Q.4

How are the sustainable development goals incorporated into present education
system?
10

Q.5

What are the different roles played by universities and NGOs in achieving sustainable
goals?
10

10

PART-B
Q.6

―If we destroy nature, Nature will destroy us ―A statement by the late Noble Peace Prize
winner Laureate Wangari Maathai regarding sustainable development. Discuss in detail? 10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – Second Semester
VALUES, ETHICS AND CSR (MBA-211)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

How about choosing a Theme word for the New Year 2020? One word that sums up
how you want to feel and behave, like ‗helpful‘, ‗disciplined‘, ‗thoughtful‘ - will carry
throughout the year to apply to all your endeavours?
10

Q.2

Describe an experience or an instance that you came across that reflects yours value
system of ‗helpful‘ or ‗disciplined‘ nature. What lessons you derive from that?
10

Q.3

Mahtama Gandhi believed in the principle of ―Trusteeship‖ which was followed by
number of business leaders? How does this principle fits into the role of a business
leader? Illustrate.
10

Q.4

‗CSR is mandatory in India and companies are required to contribute two percent of
their profit to various activities prescribed for CSR‘. Discuss.
10

Q.5

Companies Act emphasizes on the role and functions of board directors towards good
corporate governance. Discuss the salient features of directors‘ functions.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Star salesperson of a company has faked a travel voucher while he was negotiating a
huge order. This has come to knowledge of the Marketing Director when he is about to
close this very valuable deal on which the company will make a lot of money. And he is
the only person who knows the ropes in the client organisation.
As a consultant to the company, what would be your advise to the company?
a) Whether to:
i) keep quiet
ii) warn him and let it go?
iii) warn him only after the order comes in?
iv) sack him on the spot?
b) For future: What path should the company adopt to rectify the such situation in
future? Justify your answer.
5×2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Second Semester
MANAGEMENT IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT (MBA-215)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Critically evaluate the impact of the internet on the marketing mix for an industry sector
of your choice.
10

Q.2

Explain any five key metrics for website testing.

Q.3

Write short notes of the following:
a) Business to consumer versus business to business digital marketing.
b) Digital versus traditional marketing communication.

10

5×2

Q.4

Explain meaning, scope and importance of internet marketing in comparison to
traditional marketing.
10

Q.5

Explain in detail with the relevant examples how the internet marketing effectiveness
can be measured.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Explain how on a digital platform you will promote the following:
a) A beachside hotel during winter season.
b) Health drink for kids.

5×2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – Third Semester
SERVICE MARKETING (MBA-351-1)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Describe the phases of service delivery and consumption, with reference to online cab
booking services.
10

Q.2

Why do services have limited search and experience qualities? Illustrate with the help of
two examples from the service sector.
10

Q.3

Explain the gaps model of service delivery, differentiating between service design and
service standards.
10

Q.4

Discuss strategies which a large scale enterprise in the hospitality restaurant may use
for motivating employees to perform their boundary spanning roles.
10

Q.5

Illustrate through a service blueprint, the process followed for ordering food at a
restaurant.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Read the caselet and answer the question given below:
―Yesterday night I travelled from Pune to Mumbai in Ola cab. I started at 9 pm from Pune
and reached at khopoli at 11pm. The car break-down there. The driver tried to fix it for
an hour but he could not. I tried to call ola contact number available in web.
Despite of 30 mins continues calling nobody picked the phone. After some time one guy
picked the phone and promised to arrange a cab but he did not. We asked the driver for
ola support number but he did not have any ola help number. I tried to call ola helpline
number but did not receive any response. I tried ola emergency tab but it diverted to link
which asking for unnecessary information. I tried it thrice but is never worked. It was late
night 1.00 am I was with my wife and 2 daughters and could not get any help from ola.
Finally I arrange a local cab with 5000INR for mumbai drop.
After 12 hrs of incident OLA billed me 3500INR for their halfway drop and poor service.
I have very small safety questions to ola management. If ola can‘t give a support late
night why they runs their cabs? Why ola don‘t train their drivers about emergency help
from ola? Why ola emergency button do not work?
My projected bill was 2200inr why ola is charging my 3500 inr, for dropping my family
halfway at late night?
Why ola is not paying me 5000 inr, which I spent my balance journey? Is this represents
ola safety policy?
Thanks for your pathetic service‖
Source: https://www.complaintboard.in/complaints-reviews/ola-cabs-1378642.html
a) Explain the elements of service failure?
b) Describe the category of customer, with respect to the complaint raised?
5×2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Third Semester
SALES AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT (MBA-351-3)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; Part-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from Part-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A
Q.1

Explain the sales process. What precautions a sales-person has to take at each of these
levels of process in order to achieve sales?
10

Q.2

What are the objectives of channel of distribution? Explain the basic functions being
performed by channel members.
10

Q.3

Explain the relationship between sales and distribution with suitable examples. What
performance consideration would you use in the selection of channel structure for a
newly introduced brand of bakery products?
10

Q.4

Write short notes on the following:
a) Compensation plan of sales force.
b) Channel Conflict.

Q.5

5x2

a) Why is motivation of sales force more important than for employees in any other
sphere of activity?
10
b) Explain the methods of motivating channel members.
10

PART-B

Case study:

CG Engineering Company-Achieving Quotas

Ashok Desai was transferred from western region, where he worked as area sales
manager of CG Engineering Company, to eastern regional marketing managerindustries. He was told by the company's general manager (Sales) that he was
transferred from western region to eastern region to set things right, as eastern region
was not performing well on sales and profits. Ashok's main responsibilities were to
manage effectively 11 sales engineers and achieve the sales volume and contribution
(to profits) quotas.
For Ashok not only the industrial customers but also the sales engineers were new. The
sales engineers were compensated based on straight salary and perquisites like house
rent allowance and medical reimbursement. There was no incentive scheme. The
territory of eastern region consisted of states of West Bengal, Bihar, Assam and Orissa.
Ashok felt the sales engineer was not covering the market adequately and were not
following any system of routing and scheduling.
He also thought that salespeople were spending more time in travelling and less time in
selling activities. After talking to sales engineer individually, he got an impression that
most of them were not motivated, as they were not given adequate freedom of
operations and recognition whenever they got good orders. Ashok thought that there
was a good scope applying what he had learnt in the management institute and achieve
superior results as expected by general manager (Sales).
a) If you were Ashok, what would you do to achieve sales volume and contribution? 10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Third Semester
MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES (MBA-352-2)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

‗In the era of economic liberalization, financial system is essential for economic
development‘. Discuss and elucidate your answer.
10

Q.2

CRR and SLR two quantitative tools of monetary policy. Explain their characteristics. 10

Q.3

Commercial banks are primary institutions of money market. Discuss their functions and
services provided by them.
10

Q.4

Money market differs from capital market. Discuss the role of RBI in regulating and
developing money market.
10

Q.5

Development financial institutions and intermediaries have important role in financial
systems of a country. Discuss any two of the following:
a) NABARD
b) Mutual funds
c) Venture capital
d) Insurance companies
5×2

PART-B
Q.6

Regulatory authorities play a key role in managing and regulating financial institutions
and financial system. Discuss role and functions of any two of the regulatory
authorities of the financial system.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Third Semester
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS AND VALUATION (MBA-352-6)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

a) Explain and interpret the major business activities; namely, planning, financing,
investing and operating. Aim your report at a general audience such as shareholders
and employees. Also include concrete examples for each of the business activities.
5
b) Why are earnings announcements made in advance of the release of financial
statements? What information do they contain and how are they different from
financial statements?
5

Q.2

Discuss the importance to analysis of the statement of cash flows. Identify factors
entering into the interpretation of cash flows from operations.
10

Q.3

a) What is the difference between credit analysis and equity analysis? How do these
impact the financial statement information that is important for each type of
analysis?
5
b) What is fundamental analysis? What is its main objective?
5

Q.4

a) Identify at least five different internal and external users of financial statements? 5
b) Explain how financial statements reflect the business activities of a company.
5

Q.5

Like FCFF, the free cash flow to equity can be negative. If FCFE is negative, it is a sign
that the firm will need to raise or earn new equity, not necessarily immediately. Discuss
with some examples.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Selected ratios for three different companies that operate in three different industries
(merchandising, pharmaceuticals, and utilities) are reported in the table below:
Ratio
Co. A
Co. B
Co. C
Gross profit margin ratio
18%
53%
n. a.
Net profit margin ratio
2%
14%
8%
Research and development to sales
0%
17%
0.1%
Advertising to sales
7%
4%
0.1%
Interest expense to sales
1%
1%
15%
Return on assets
11%
12%
7%
Accounts receivable turnover
95 times
5 times
11 times
Inventory turnover
9 times
3 times
n. a.
Long-term debt to equity
64%
45%
89%
Identify the industry that each of the companies A, B and C operate in. Give at least
two reasons supporting each of your selections.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Third Semester
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN ORGANISATION (MBA-353-1)
Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt any FOUR questions from PART-A. PART-B is compulsory. Marks are
indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Describe the contribution of coaching and mentoring to improve managerial
performance.
10

Q.2

Illustrate any two methods of performance appraisal widely used in private sector
organizations in India.
10

Q.3

What are the important functions of Performance Management Process?

10

Q.4

How coaching and mentoring methods can foster professional development in others.

10

Q.5

Discuss the requirements for a successful MBO programme to manage performance of
employees in a sales driven organization.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Case Study:
“POLICIES AND PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL”:
GL Electronics Corporation Ltd. Recently diversified its activities and started producing
computers. It‘s employed personnel at the lower level and middle level. It has received
several applications for the post of Commercial Manager-Computer Division. It could not
decide upon the suitability of the candidate to the position, but did find that Mr. Prakash is
more qualified for the position than other candidates. The Corporation has created a new
post below the cadre of General Manager i.e. Joint General Manager and asked Mr. Prakash
to join the Corporation as Joint General Manager. Mr. Prakash agreed to it viewing that he
will be considered for GM's position based on his performance. Mr. Anand, the Deputy
General Manager of the Corporation and one of the candidates for General Manager's
position was annoyed with the management's decision to not consider him for the position
of General Manager. But, he wanted to show his performance record to the management at
the next appraisal meeting. The management of the Corporation asked Mr. Shastry, General
Manager of Television Division to be the General Manager in-charge of Computer Division for
some time, until a new General Manager is appointed. Mr. Shastry wanted to switch over to
Computer Division in view of the prospects, prestige and recognition of the position among
the top management of the Corporation. He viewed this assignment as a chance to prove his
performance.
The Corporation has the system of appraisal of the superior's performance by the
subordinates. The performance of the Deputy General Manager, Joint General Manager and
the General Manager have to be appraised by the same group of the subordinates. Mr. Anand
and Shastry know very well about the system and its operation, whereas Mr Prakash is a
stranger to the system as well as to its modus operandi. Mr. Shastry and Mr. Anand were
competing with each other in convincing their subordinates about their performance and
used all sorts of techniques for pleasing them like promising them a wage hike, transfers to
the job of their interest, promotion, etc. However, these two officers functioned in
collaboration with a view to pull down Mr. Prakash. They openly told their subordinates that
a stranger should not occupy the 'chair'. They created several groups among employees like

pro-Anand's group, pro-Shastry group, anti-Prakash and Shastry group, anti-Anand and
Prakash group.
Mr. Prakash has been watching the proceedings calmly and keeping the top management
informed with all these developments. However, Mr. Prakash has been quite work-conscious
and top management found his performance under such a political atmosphere to be
satisfactory. Prakash's pleasing manners and way of maintaining human relations with
different levels of employees did, however, prevent the emergence of an anti-Prakash wave
in the company. But in view of the political atmosphere within the company, there is no
strong pro-Prakash' group either.
Management administered the performance appraisal technique and the subordinates
appraised the performance of all the three managers. In the end, surprisingly, the workers
assigned the following overall scores: Prakash (560 Points), Shastry (420 Points) and Anand
(260 Points).

Read the case study given above and answer the following questions:
a) How do you evaluate the worker's appraisal in this case?
b) Suggest techniques to avert politics creeping into the process of performance appraisal
by subordinates?
5x2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Third Semester
STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (MBA-353-2)
Time: 2 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 3

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A
Q.1

Explain with example how the choice of employee markets changes when a company
has decided to link its recruitment with its HR practice in the area of performance
evaluation system.
10

Q.2

Competitive advantage is easy to build but harder to maintain. Entry or duplication
barrier is an essential requirement. How human resource based advantage could get
over by this challenge?
10

Q.3

How does a strategics employee development programme differ from conventional
employee development programme? Explain.
10

Q.4

What kind of compensation policy should be followed by a global organization to
achieve competitive advantage? Discuss.
10

Q.5

It is often said ―functional separation of jobs creates higher employee productivity
which also creates scope for outsourcing. Explain.
10

PART-B
Case study:
William O'Dell, vice president for human resources at LeBert Graphics (LG), a fastgrowing software development firm headquartered in Boston's Route 128 technology belt,
was visiting the firm's first overseas subsidiary, LeBert Graphics Bangalore, Ltd. (LGB). The
visit had been going well, but a recent lunch with his good friend, Ashok Rao, had left him
troubled. Rao was one of many Indian expatriates who had migrated to the United States in
the 1980s. He had been with LG for a number of years and had recently accepted an
assignment to return to his hometown to head up the firm's new development lab. O'Dell
was thankful to have him there-not just because of his development skills, but because he
hoped he would serve as a cultural broker between headquarters and local employees.
During lunch, Rao noted how the city had changed. Rao had decided not to return to
Bangalore after college in the United States because of the lack of opportunities. Now the
city was booming, and computer software was the driving force. Neighbors in the
technology park where LG had located included Siemens Components and Hitachi Asia.1 The
nature of the industry had changed too. Initially, foreign firms had employed Indian
workers for basic programming. Although cheap, these employees did not always have the
training or skill levels seen in their American counterparts No longer. There were still large
pools of these competent, but not exceptional employees recruiting for the new operations,
however, he found many of the applicants had technical skills that would equal those of any
of their Boston staff 2. These were the employees they needed for the software
development operations.
The market had changed in other ways too. Today, the best of these software engineers
had more options. Because of a worldwide shortage, there were a host of firms looking for
skilled engineers An engineer could work for the local operations of a foreign firm, on

temporary assignment basis in the United States or Europe, or could find a place in one of
the many local, start-up firms.3 Some had great success starting their own software firms
in the United States. While the same range of opportunities might not exist for those with
more basic skills, the growth in foreign investment and start-ups in Bangalore also gave
these employees many attractive options locally.
At first, the conversation appeared casual, the reminiscences of an old friend. However,
Rao also had mentioned a conversation he had overheard in which one of the brightest
engineers in the development unit had complained to a coworker that although he was a
principal engineer on a joint Boston-Bangalore project, his American counterpart was
receiving over four times his salary On reflection, O'Dell was convinced that Rao had been
attempting to draw his attention to an issue that was important to some of the Indian
staff.

O'Dell's initial reaction had been, "Of course, that's why we located in Bangalore in the
first place." Technology skills were abundant and pay rates for software engineers were a
fraction of those in Boston. Moreover, the pay levels reflected the fact that productivity in
the programming unit was not always up to U.S. standards. On reflection, he realized that
the issue was much more complex.
On one hand were the economics. Cost savings not achieved now might be lost forever
Manufacturing firms that had moved operations to low-cost, offshore sites often had found
that the benefits were partly illusory. Wages were low, but at times so was productivity.
Employees were often willing, and with appropriate training, supervision, and equipment,
productivity levels would rise. However, as these employees became more productive, they
also became more attractive to other employers. Moreover, as the economy in these regions
developed, there was often a shift in the exchange rate. Salaries rose locally, but because of
exchange rate effects, they rose even more in U.S. dollars. Firms using contractors might
shift to another, lower-cost site. Such shifts could be disruptive, however, and were even
more difficult when the firm had invested directly in the overseas location.
It would be simpler, O'Dell thought, if the firm were in Bangalore for the short term. LG's
interests in Bangalore had changed dramatically over the past year, however. LG had been
using an Indian subcontractor to outsource basic programming for years. Individual pay
levels had not concerned them directly. The Indian firm handled all issues related to
recruitment, performance evaluation, and compensation. Recently, LG had decided both to
bring the programming in-house (by acquiring the Indian firm) and to open a software
development lab.
The decision to move the operation in-house reflected a desire for greater control. It
would allow greater emphasis on quality, especially after they trained the programmers to
more closely meet the company's special needs. The decision to open the software
development lab represented an even more dramatic shift. The new lab operation could
take advantage of the rapidly developing skills of the Indian engineers, particularly in
"hot jobs" for which there was a worldwide shortage. Moreover, the fast-growing Asian
markets held real potential for LG. This required the development of programs that met
the special needs of their Asian customers. At first the technology would originate in
Boston, but substantial local adaptation was required. Later, the lab should stand alone in
developing programs for the region and possibly the world market. These efforts required
day-to-day interaction and teamwork between engineers at both locations. Soon the
projects would require short-term transfers of personnel between facilities.
The discussion reminded him of a project he had left on his desk before the trip:
developing a compensation plan for the revamped India operations. The project had not
focused on compensation levels, but it had raised related questions. What type of
compensation package was appropriate? Should they follow local custom as to vacations

and leave? Should the generous stock option and pension plans, available to employees in
Boston, be extended to these operations?
Custom and government regulation varied substantially from one nation to the next. In
some nations, pensions were part of a government social security system; in others they
were provided by firms. In some nations they were not required at all. Even something as
simple as "monthly pay" differed In Singapore a typical compensation package paid the
employee by the month for 13, instead of 12, months.4 These were just a few of the
differences O'Dell had run across in research for the project The list could go on forever. No
wonder compensation systems, like other aspects of human resource management,
traditionally had been one of the most "local" aspects of a multinational's operations. Local
wage scales were used, and the firms tended to follow local custom in regard to vacations,
pensions, and other aspects of the compensation package. But with engineers of similar
skill levels working together on a daily basis, how long would these distinctions be
possible9 Might some of these engineers be hired in the United States? Would LG offer
different packages based on the facility they were assigned to? How would that affect
recruiting? And what about the engineers transferred to Boston for six months: should
they receive a different package while on tour? For the programmers doing more routine
work, the issues might not be as complex but were still important. Considering the cost of
the training planned for the Bangalore staff, it was vital to keep these employees on board
and motivated despite the many opportunities open to them.

While the focus was on India for now, the firm also had considered opening
subsidiary operations in Russia and Brazil. His project was the first step in an
effort to decide the extent to which the firm's performance review and
compensation plans should be integrated globally. The issue did not just
concern the employees abroad. At home, some concern had been expressed
about the long-term outlook. Software engineers were hot now, but in 10
years would the salaries reflect a lower global scale? And would all the jobs
be overseas? The opportunities abroad were exciting but had brought their
share of headaches.
Q.6

Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following question:
How do the issues in the above case relate to the strategic choices that the firm has
made? Discuss in detail.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – Third Semester
EVENT MARKETING AND PR (MBA-359-1)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

‗Events are marketing tools, but marketing of events is also essential.‘ Discuss in detail. 10

Q.2

Why are events known as ‗socializers‘? Explain with examples of different types of
events and professional event planning services.
10

Q.3

What role do channels of sale of tickets play for event success? Evaluate with respect to
mega sports events like FIFA World Cup or ICC World Cup.
10

Q.4

Assess the function(s) of online and offline communities for general elections in India. 10

Q.5

Outline the role of MICE tourism in promoting events as a career in India.

10

PART-B
Q.6

Answer the following question on the basis of the image given below:

Analyze the objectives of the print commercial.

10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – Third Semester
ADVANCED ANALYTICS (MBA-369-3)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

With practical examples discuss the Importance of Data management, Handling data,
Data Cleaning and Transformation in Big Data Management.
10

Q.2

Two popular approaches to visual data analysis include data visualization and visual
analytics. Each plays an important role in data exploration and at this juncture Tableau
helps in the most effective and efficient way, elucidate.
10

Q.3

Explain with examples some of the data quality hurdles than an analyst would face in
during the analysis process.
10

Q.4

In this digitalized world, we are producing a huge amount of data in every minute. The
amount of data produced in every minute makes it challenging to store, manage, utilize,
and analyze it. Even large business enterprises are struggling to find out the ways to
make this huge amount of data useful. Discuss the sources and challenges associated
with Big Data Analytics.
10

Q.5

Machine learning and data mining help companies build tools and solutions that can
make decisions and even take actions based on our behavior. Discuss the application of
such tools and solutions in present context relating to business and social causes.
10

PART-B
Q.6

A high-quality visual analytics platform helps you to easily create impactful visualizations
and dashboards, and encourages exploration to identify new opportunities for your
business. The right solution supports data exploration, data visualization, and intuitive
ad-hoc analysis. At this juncture illustrate the importance and application of Tableau
software.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – Fourth Semester
DIGITAL MARKETING (MBA-451-2)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; Part-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from Part-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A
Q.1

Digital marketers have a fantastic range of communication tools that they can use to
speak to their audience. In the light of this statement, critically evaluate the key digital
marketing channels.
10

Q.2

Online display advertising has developed a lot from the early banners and CPM only deals. Critically
discuss the objectives, advantages and disadvantages of display advertising.
10

Q.3

What is the relevance of C2C interaction in the digital age? Discuss.

10

Q.4

What do you understand by Google adwords? How do you calculate ad rank?

10

Q.5

What are the stages in Digital Consumer Decision Journey? Discuss.

10

PART-B
Q.6

You are a newly installed marketing manager in a company selling products in the
business-to-business sector. Currently, the company only has a limited web site
containing electronic versions of its brochures. You want to convince the directors of
the benefits of investing in the web site to provide more benefits to the company. How
would you present your case?
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019
MBA – Fourth Semester
PROJECT MANAGEMENT (MBA-452-1)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; Part-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from Part-A. Each question carries equal marks.

PART-A

Q.1

Define a project. What are its characteristics and describe its significance for economic
development? How does project management differ from production management? 10

Q.2

Describe various phases of project cycle. Discuss and illustrate your answer.

Q.3

a) Discuss the basic difference between PERT and CPM.
b) Motivation of project personnel is important for the successful implement of the
project. Discuss.
10

Q.4

Human resources are valuable resources for every project. How human resources can
be motivated? State principles and limitations.
10

Q.5

Equity and debt are two important sources of funds for a project. Discuss their
characteristics.
10

Q.6

Projects like development of national highways, bridges, hospitals, education
institutions are essential for economic development. State principles of social cost
benefit analysis of such projects. Illustrate benefits and costs of one such project.

Q.7

10

PART-B

A project costing Rs. 70 lakh is likely to be financed as:
Equity Rs. 30 lakh
10% Debt Rs. 40 lakh
Its annual revenues and cost stream is as under:
Sales
Expenses:
Material
Manpower
Manufacturing & Administrative
Depreciation
Interest charges
PROFIT

Rs. 100 lakh
35
39
7
5
4

90
10

Project has life of 10 years. Estimates its annual cash inflows
(Ignore income tax)
State principles of your estimation.

10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE, PLANNING AND CONTROL (MBA-452-4)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

a) ―With the change in business strategies, requirements of the businesses also
changes. This demands the finance manager to take control of the cost of capital
with the change in management preferences.‖ Discuss this statement while showing
limitations of cost of capital for companies establishment of new units.
5
b) Elucidate the concept of the risk-return trade off in investment through the concept
of Cost of Capital and CAPM
5

Q.2

a) NPV and IRR are different but effective capital budgeting technique. What does they
calculate and why they are more effectively used by finance managers
5
b) Cash flow ratios are being used as a yardstick for evaluating financial performance
and in making effective financial decisions under uncertainty
5

Q.3

Management not only considers the options to expand and diversify by investing huge
funds in such strategic decision, even discard and even postponing an proposal is
considered. Decisions are good option as per the need of the organization, Illustrate
with an example using capital budgeting techniques.
10

Q.4

FinCrop wishes you to forecast the total daily cash deposit for the company, district
wise East, West and North, based on the following information available. Historically the
deposits follow a fairly strong day of week pattern. The historical data is to be used to
determine the fraction of each week's total revenues deposited by day-of the week by
each district in each bank, as they had been depositing the cash in three different banks
A, B and C for each district respectively. Combined with weekly revenue estimates the
fractions will help in estimation of daily deposits from each district. The parameters
obtained from the past three month‘s deposit data follows:
Day of the week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

East District (in %) West District (in %) North District (in %)
34
28
25
15
18
21
17
16
17
15
21
20
19
17
17
100%
100%
100%

Weekly revenue estimates from the sales department were also obtained:
Week
Week 1
Week 2
Q.5

East District
₹1,36,000
₹1,04,000

West District
78,000
88,000

North District
1,00,000
50,000

10

Discuss the alternatives available to overcome the limitations of conventional debt
funding also explain the process of securitization in India and the parties involved. 10

PART-B
Q.6

Cash flow statement of a company is given below, with the help of cash flow ratio
analysis comment on the performance of this company in comparison to the last year
(2016-17)

10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
ORGANIZATION CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT (MBA-453-1)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Briefly explain the functioning of laboratory training group. How is it related to action
research in organizational development?
10

Q.2

Define intervention. Enlist basic requirements for intervention strategy.

Q.3

Developing political support for managing transition in team or intergroup interventions
is important for effective OD process. Does this also applies while evaluating TROPICS
for a particular company.
10

Q.4

Enlist and explain any two team building interventions and also discuss what
considerations should be taken while implementing them.
10

Q.5

Describe in what different ways a consultant can get engaged with an organization.
How should dependency issue in case of termination of contract should be handled? 10

10

PART-B
Q.6

Case study:
The case of the Phillips Company (all names disguised) illustrates how these issues are
brought to bear in the founding of a business. The Phillips family had made initial plans
to start a small software business. The father, Fred Phillips, a Ph.D. in electrical
engineering, had made a decision to leave a firm that he had helped found and Start a
new enterprise with his sons and son-in-law. However, as they began to have meetings
to launch this new enterprise, conflicts began to emerge in the family. It was at this
point that I was asked by one of the sons to intervene to help the-family work through
these conflicts. Initially, I interviewed the founder, his four sons, his son-in-law, and
their spouses. Because my client was strictly the Phillips family, I decided to gather the
data myself rather than create a team. Gathering data in this manner would allow
family members to be more candid in giving information without another family member
present. Upon analyzing these interviews, several business, governance and family
issues emerged.
BUSINESS ISSUES
1. The new business was not going to be capitalized. sufficiently for it to succeed. Thus
the founder needed to seek additional sources of capital.
2. Fred Phillips' son-in-law had some technical expertise and one son had an MBA
degree and some managerial experience, but the other three had little expertise
related to software development. It was unclear how they would contribute to the
firm.
3. A business plan had not been clearly formulated that examined all of the marketing
and production problems that the new firm would face.
GOVERNANCE ISSUES

1. Although the Family bad decided that the new company would he a subchapter S
corporation, the composition of the governing board was unclear Two of the sons
wanted all family members participating in the business to be on the board, the
father assumed that the board would Follow his lead and not play an active role,
whereas the son with the MBA degree was encouraging the family to include some
nonfamily board members.
FAMILY ISSUES
1. The father wanted the business to be a ―family business‖ that would help strengthen
family relationships However, the spouse of one of the sons fell that such an
arrangement would ―smother‖ her independence. She wanted to have a life
independent of her in-laws and was concerned that if her husband worked in the
business with his family, her own family would become a mere extension of her
husband's family as well as the business.
2. The son with the MBA degree, who it was assumed would be the general manager,
wanted to be compensated on the basis of his position and expertise. This would
mean that he and his father would be the highest paid employees in the company.
The other brothers and the son-in-law, however, wanted all family members to
receive the same salary. All family members are equal, they reasoned, thus salaries
should be equal as well.
After gathering these data, I met with all family members and their spouses to present
these issues and to discuss ways to resolve them. Given that the issues affected the
entire family, I brought the entire family together initially to provide the feedback. In
presenting the data to a client, I prefer to start with the less emotionally charged issues
first (usually business issues) to allow the client some success in working through a
problem and to set some norms for problem solving. In this case, the business issues
were relatively easy to manage: The father was able to identify other sources of capital,
an organization chart was developed and roles defined, and the son with the MBA
degree was able to articulate a clear business plan. However, the family was not able to
resolve the family and board issues. Some were adamant that all family members
should be on the board, whereas others felt that the board should only include those
with experience and outside board members should be considered. The compensation
issue caused heated debate, because compensation not only affected their standard of
living but was n reflection of one's self-worth and standing in the family. My role in the
discussion was to help.lhe family clarify the issues, to understand the options available
to them, and to understand the potential consequences of their actions. As'a result of
these discussions, the son with the MBA degree decided not to participate in the
business and took a job with a large high-technology firm.
Even though Fred Phillips recognized that it would be quite risky to start the business
without the assistance of his son with the MBA degree, he decided to start the new
venture anyway. Almost immediately the new firm ran into difficulty with product
development and manufacturing. Without quality products to ship to customers, the
company experienced increasing cash flow problems. As a result, one of Fred's sons and
his son-in-law left the business. In a consulting role, the son with the MBA degree has
recently attempted to help Fred develop a plan to make the company profitable, t but it
is teetering on the brink of bankruptcy.
a) Describe the diagnostic and development stages undertaken by the company for
organisation development.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
(MBA 455-1)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

―Containerization is the backbone of the shipping industry.‖ Discuss in detail.

10

Q.2

―Charterparty agreements is the contract between owner of the ship and other party
involved in trade.‖ Discuss with applications of charterparty agreements in shipping
industry.
10

Q.3

Explain purchasing cycle with its implications in shipping industry.

Q.4

Explain the relevance of third party and fourth party logistics in shipping industry with
suitable examples.
10

Q.5

―Relationship marketing is all about making good relations with the end customers‖.
Discuss in the light of its relevance in shipping industry.
10

10

PART-B
Q.6

Kraft, Inc.
Kraft sells about $10 billion of food and food production each year. If into eight
domestic operating, divisions, and one overseas division. Its major customers are retail
food chains and grocery wholesalers. Distribution o! its many products is complicated by
the fact that some are frozen some arc refrigerated, and many have different shelf
lives. Operating out of seven distribution centers, Kraft ships nearly million cases per
day. One of the company's customer service accomplishments is that it ships 98.5
percent of all cases ordered. Each distribution center has a tool-free 800 telephone
number that customers may call to advance order dates, add products to current
orders, or expedite shipments.
The firm‘s operations are an example of integrated logistics. ―The distribution structure
successfully links it to other parts of the material flow chain including purchasing, asset
management, production scheduling, inventory control, and transportation.‖ Kraft
operates three truck fleets, one to handle interplant shipments, one to make deliveries
to customers, and one for administrative and service purposes.
Within the materials management unit at Kraft, decisions are made regarding inventory
locations, transportation modes to be used, and sourcing. The main objectives of the
materials management group include the following:
 Cost competitiveness in each aspect of procurement, distribution, at transportation.
 Unwavering commitment to quality, including assured quality from suppliers and
carriers.
 Effective utilization of computers.
 Development of individualized relationships with providers of materials and services.
 Management development to attract, hire and develop people in each position with a
net outflow to other organizational units of Kraft.

Note the objective of developing ―individualized relationships with, providers of
materials and services.‖ This is an example of .strategic logistics that is, forming
alliances with outside firms. One such alliance between Kraft and the carriers that serve
it results in additional trailers being provided so truckers do not have to wait for
unloading. This benefits both the trucker ird the Kraft distribution center, which has
more time to unload the trailers.
a) What is integrated logistics? How does it work in Kraft Inc?
b) In what way is the distribution process of Kraft products complicated?
5×2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE
ECONOMICS (MBA-455-3)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Discuss the various approach of International Business? Explain the features that cause
the globalization of business.
10

Q.2

Trade policy is an important instrument to regulate the foreign trade. What are the
major problems faced by countries in promoting their exports?
10

Q.3

Explain the theory of ―comparative cost advantage‖. How do firms in two different
countries benefit from international trade in terms of this theory? Explain with
examples.
10

Q.4

What do you mean by Foreign Direct Investment? Describe briefly the role of foreign
capital in the economic development of a country.
10

Q.5

Write short notes on any two from the followings:
a) WTO
b) Liberalization and privatization.
c) GATT
d) SAARC

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

What do you understand by the international business environment? How does political,
legal and economic environment of international business affect the 21 st century world
economy? Take corporate examples from India to substantiate your viewpoints.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA – Fourth Semester
EVENT LAWS, LICENSES AND CONTRACTS (MBA-459-2)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt any FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Explain the employment of children, young person and women under shop and
establishment act.
10

Q.2

How are service tax implemented on event management services?

10

Q.3

Explain the permissions required for an open ground event.

10

Q.4

Explain the following: Indian Performing Rights Society (IPRS) 208, Phonographic
Performing License (PPL).
10

Q.5

Explain registration of establishment in shop and establishment act.

10

PART-B
Q.6

a) X invites Y for dinner in a restaurant. Y having accepted the invitation goes to the
restaurant on the said date and time. X is not there in the restaurant. Can Y sue X? 5
b) You have been hired to organize a carnival in your society. Explain in detail what
kind of permissions you would be required to take?
5

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

Time: 3 hrs.

MBA – Fourth Semester
LEGAL ASPECTS OF HEALTHCARE (MBA 466-1)

Max Marks: 50

No. of pages: 1

Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions

from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Write about Consent in Emergency?

Q.2

Write a short notes on the following:
a) Aim and Scope of CPC, 1908
b) Judgement

5×2

Write a short note on the following:
a) Doctrine of Res Subjudice.
b) Doctrine of Res Judicata

5×2

Q.3

Q.4

What are essential components of consent?

10

Q.5

Write about Consumer Protection Act.

10

PART-B
Q.6

Write a short notes on the following:
a) Differences between Criminal and Civil Law.
d) Components of medical negligence.

5×2

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA — Fourth Semester
QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR HEALTHCARE HOSPITALS (MBA-466-2)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

What is ―Quality‖? Also explain quality dimensions in detail.

10

Q.2

What is clinical process management (CPM)? How can you maintain quality in clinical
and diagnostic services? Explain in detail.
10

Q.3

Is it necessary for hospitals to have accreditation? Also explain the process followed for
getting accreditation.
10

Q.4

―Managed care means, managing the processes of care, not managing physicians and
nurses‖ support your response to this statement with suitable examples.
10

Q.5

Write short notes on any two of the following:
a) Patient safety.
b) Quality improvement.
c) CAPA management.

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

What do you understand by the ―Responsibilities of management‖ (ROM)? Explain in
detail any one standard laid down by NABH under ROM.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA — Fourth Semester
QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR HEALTHCARE HOSPITALS (MBA-466-2)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

What is ―Quality‖? Also explain quality dimensions in detail.

10

Q.2

What is clinical process management (CPM)? How can you maintain quality in clinical
and diagnostic services? Explain in detail.
10

Q.3

Is it necessary for hospitals to have accreditation? Also explain the process followed for
getting accreditation.
10

Q.4

―Managed care means, managing the processes of care, not managing physicians and
nurses‖ support your response to this statement with suitable examples.
10

Q.5

Write short notes on any two of the following:
a) Patient safety.
b) Quality improvement.
c) CAPA management.

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

What do you understand by the ―Responsibilities of management‖ (ROM)? Explain in
detail any one standard laid down by NABH under ROM.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA — Fourth Semester
HEALTHCARE MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION (MBA-466-3)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

What is the relevance of communication in healthcare marketing? How will you design
communication mix for promoting healthcare services? Explain in detail.
10

Q.2

Discuss the factors important in fixing the pricing of healthcare industry in India.

Q.3

What is the importance of extended marketing mix for healthcare services? Prepare a
detailed draft for a proposed diagnostic pathology lab.
10

Q.4

Explain the concept of service positioning. Discuss how the dimensions of service quality
can be used for positioning a newly launched diagnostic center of your city?
10

Q.5

Write short notes on any two of the following:
a) Factors affecting pricing of hospital services.
b) Healthcare STP strategies.
c) Patient experience management.
d) Healthcare service mix.

10

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

―Advertisement expenses are usually wasteful in promoting healthcare services, with no
guarantee of enhanced sales or higher loyalty from among the target audience‖. Do you
agree with this statement? Present your view point.
10
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MBA — Fourth Semester
HEALTHCARE MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION (MBA-466-3)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

What is the relevance of communication in healthcare marketing? How will you design
communication mix for promoting healthcare services? Explain in detail.
10

Q.2

Discuss the factors important in fixing the pricing of healthcare industry in India.

Q.3

What is the importance of extended marketing mix for healthcare services? Prepare a
detailed draft for a proposed diagnostic pathology lab.
10

Q.4

Explain the concept of service positioning. Discuss how the dimensions of service quality
can be used for positioning a newly launched diagnostic center of your city?
10

Q.5

Write short notes on any two of the following:
a) Factors affecting pricing of hospital services.
b) Healthcare STP strategies.
c) Patient experience management.
d) Healthcare service mix.

10

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

―Advertisement expenses are usually wasteful in promoting healthcare services, with no
guarantee of enhanced sales or higher loyalty from among the target audience‖. Do you
agree with this statement? Present your view point.
10

End Semester Examination, Dec. 2019

MBA — Fourth Semester
HEALTH POLICY-HR PRACTICES IN HEALTHCARE (MBA-466-4)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Write about prevention of sexual harassment act. 2013?

Q.2

Write short notes on the following:
a) Minimum wages act.
b) Payment of wages act.

5×2

Write short notes on the following:
a) Training and development.
b) Recruitment.

5×2

Q.3

Q.4

What are the object, scope and applicability of maternity benefit act.?

Q.5

Write short notes on the following:
a) Credentialing.
b) Privileging.

10

10

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

Write short notes on the following:
a) ICC
b) LCC

5×2
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MBA — Fourth Semester
HEALTH POLICY-HR PRACTICES IN HEALTHCARE (MBA-466-4)
Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
1
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

Write about prevention of sexual harassment act. 2013?

Q.2

Write short notes on the following:
a) Minimum wages act.
b) Payment of wages act.

5×2

Write short notes on the following:
a) Training and development.
b) Recruitment.

5×2

Q.3

Q.4

What are the object, scope and applicability of maternity benefit act.?

Q.5

Write short notes on the following:
a) Credentialing.
b) Privileging.

10

10

5×2

PART-B
Q.6

Write short notes on the following:
a) ICC
b) LCC

5×2
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MBA — Fourth Semester
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (MBA-467-2)

Time: 3 hrs.

Max Marks:

50

No. of pages:
2
Note: Attempt FIVE questions in all; PART-B is compulsory. Attempt ANY FOUR questions
from PART-A. Marks are indicated against each question.

PART-A
Q.1

How is social entrepreneurship different from ―fer profit‖ entrepreneurship? How the
competencies required for social entrepreneurs can be different or similar to those
required by ―for profit‖ entrepreneurs?
10

Q.2

―Social enterprises are the need of an hr of India‖. What social enterprise would you set
up and why? Discuss the basic model that you would follow and why?
10

Q.3

Describe the relevance of strategies for social enterprise? What strategies you would adopt
to raise fund for your social enterprise. Explain the prevalent CSR nouns of India.
10

Q.4

How would you measure performance of any social enterprise? Describe the different
models for performance management in SE‘s.
10

Q.5

Do you feel that in India there is great scope for any social entrepreneur? If so why?
Explain the trends and issues in the area of social enterprises.
10

PART-B
Q.6

CASE STUDY
Rising above Kampala's traffic-jammed streets, bustling sidewalks, and vibrant market,
is a sign printed with the word, ―Jibu‖ a word that means ―solution‖ in Swahili. But to
the locals in Uganda, Jibu means the place to buy the highest quality and least
expensive water around.
QUENCHING THE NEED FOR A BETTER LIFE:
Behind this solution is Galen Welsch, a tall, native Coloradan with an infectious smile
and the kind of welcoming enthusiasm and spirit one only expects from a camp
counselor.
Galen's story starts in Morocco, where he spent two years teaching English in rural
villages with the Peace Corps. After finishing his commitment, he knew he could do
more than provide the poor with better literacy; he could provide them with better lives.
And one of the most essential elements of human life is water.
THIRST FOR A SOLUTION:
There is an enormous need in the world for clean water -- 3.4 million die yearly,
primarily children, making contaminated water the leading cause of disease and death
in the world. Some estimate there is 450 million East Africans do not have reliable
access to safe drinking water. It's especially bad in cities.
The global water crisis has proven practically insoluble to donors and the international
development community. Donor-funded clean water projects fail 50% of the time after
2-3 years, primarily because of a lack of community buy-in and local ownership on the
beneficiary level. Well-intentioned projects, like treadle pumps, don't integrate well in a
local context, where, for example, women fear exercise on a bike will render them
barren.
By starting a clean water initiative, Galen was entering a field with a pronounced history
of failure.

But he wasn't acting alone. His father, Randy Welsch, who spent his career with one
foot in philanthropy and one in the private sector, provided the support and connections
to match Galen's pragmatic enthusiasm and determination to see the project through.
FROM THE OUTSIDE IN:
Given their status as muzungus (outsiders; literally translated as ―those who spin
around in the same spot‖) and difficulty facing any water initiative, Galen and Randy
knew it was imperative to include local entrepreneurs from the beginning. Based on
feedback from locals, they iterated and reiterated their business model. Galen and his
team surmounted serious setbacks - corrupt government officials and bureaucratic red
tape, bogus import taxes, and entrepreneurs not aligned with the mission. However,
leaning on the community's support, they finally reached a workable solution.
• Use a local distribution network of franchisees, who purify the water at the source
and who put some skin in the game, which naturally brings out a higher order of
problem-solving skills and grit.
• Streamline the supply chain to cut out grocery stores, which act as a middleman.
• Recycle the bottles (like a propane gas exchange).
• Sell water at a modest price point (50-75% cheaper than the bottled water at the
store) and it's working. Or as Galen says with a chuckle, ―At least, it hasn't failed yet!‖
SCALING CAN BE SLIPPERY:
Starting a business is one thing. Scaling it to reach the masses is another.
With each day's success came organizational growing pains, Galen decided to apply to
the Global Social Benefit Institute (GSBI®) online program, hosted at the Miller Center
for Social Entrepreneurship on Santa Clara University's campus. This six-month
mentorship program connects a Silicon Valley mentor with a social entrepreneur half a
world away, who helps them develop, innovate, and test their product. In this case,
John O'Keefe, a lifelong resident of Northern California, CEO and founder of Correctional
Communications Corporation, a software development company which created
proprietary communications and security platforms for use in jails and prisons. John also
served as Pacific Bell's Vice President of Operations, managing over 300 employees with
a $20 million dollar budget, and the Vice President of Sales, bringing in annual revenues
of $300 million. Needless to say, his advice packs a punch.
Without ever meeting in person, John and Galen held weekly calls, working through and
applying the GSBI curriculum to every facet of the Jibu business model. The end result:
a more robust, scalable model, and a rock solid working relationship. After graduation,
John and Galen still keep in touch with monthly meetings. When the two met in person
in Kampala, it was a heartwarming meeting.
CHEERS!
Galen poured John his first glass of Jibu water. John instinctively swirled his glass and
lifted the rim to his nose, as if it were a vintage Sauvignon Blanc. Then he laughed at
himself: ―You can take the man out of California, but you can't take the California out of
the man‖.
VALUE PROPOSITION:
Jibu provides seed-financing and support to equip East African entrepreneurs with the
materials needed to launch safe drinking water franchises. Jibu offers an opportunity for
local entrepreneurs to make drinking water 75% cheaper than bottled water, at the
same price as boiling water, but with the convenience of door-side delivery and the
aspirational association with bottled water.
IMPACT TO DATE:
- 10 entrepreneurs equipped with skills and finances to own an enterprise.
- 5,000 + people provided with access to safe drinking water.
- 11 local, co-owned enterprises launched.
Q.7

Would you describe Jibu as a purely philanthropic, hybrid or purely commercial social
venture? How would you measure the social impact of Jibu?
10
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PART-A
Q.1

Explain ―Strategic renewal‖ in the context of corporate entrepreneurship.

10

Q.2

What are some incubators and accelerator programs for start ups in India?

10

Q.3

Write short notes on the following:
a) How to succeed as an intrapreneur?
b) Ethics in corporate entrepreneurship.

5×2

Q.4

Describe the corporate entrepreneurship process with examples from innovative
companies like Google, Apple and Microsoft.
10

Q.5

Briefly describe the opportunist, enabler, advocate and producer model of corporate
entrepreneurship given by Wolcott and Lippitz with examples.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Read the following passage and answer the question given below the passage:
Unfortunately, the corporate cogs tend to turn slowly, grinding down entrepreneurial
spirits. Great ideas atrophy under the weight of "this is how we've always done things";
other ideas escape to the outside (along with the talented minds that conceived them) to
become startup ventures. If corporations are serious about fostering in-house
entrepreneurship, they must seek out and call forth the change-makers and nurture them
within a culture that provides an open pathway to innovation, instead of squeezing it
between the tight guardrails of the status quo. So, where are these entrepreneurial types?
Often, they can be found among the neophytes who have not had enough experience in
their careers to become jaded and the newcomers who are still enthusiastic about the
company and have not given in to the inertia of skepticism. As we advise aspiring business
leaders, their curiosity, questioning, and impatience are just as important to the
enterprises. With fresh eyes, new perspectives, and a purpose-driven passion to create
change, they are the people who in the right environment can catalyze change and
innovation.
Corporations also need to give voice to the "squeaky wheels" who won't stop asking "why
not?" when it conies to changing processes and adapting products and services to satisfy
heightened customer demands. Instead of labeling their insistence that "there must be a
better way" as annoying (as often happens in large corporations), it's time to see them as
"assertive" as startups do. Giving people permission to question sparks excitement about
problem solving. From questioning comes the quest to innovate, with strong intrinsic
motivations - to create something of substance that will help or delight. Dormant
entrepreneurs within the organization are given a reason to awaken - especially if their
organization changes its tune. Instead of droning on about such soul-deadening topics as
sales growth, efficiency, and profitability, large enterprises need to crank up the volume
with a narrative that invokes the imagination and ignites the drive to change things
whether a product line, service, a business, or an entire industry. In our own careers we
have experienced numerous ways in which corporate entrepreneurship can be encouraged.
Here are a few examples:
Example 1: Corporate tourism

People who travel to different countries are more apt to see themselves and the world
differently because their context has changed. The same can occur with "organizational
tourism," as people visit other departments: the controller spends two weeks in sales;
the vice president of sales shadows his counterpart in corporate communications, and
so forth. In a new environment, people's senses are sharpened; they ask questions that
lead to fresh insights and new ideas.
Example 2: Up close and personal with customers.
Regardless of one's role or job description, it is always valuable to see first-hand how
customers use products and services. That might mean spending a few days or weeks
on the premises with customers or accompanying sales reps on calls. In consumer
products, for example, a route salesperson can tell you exactly what is selling and why,
and what customers say about a product. This is the kind of "real world" insight that
identifies problems and shortcomings that beg for creative solutions.
Example 3: Skin in the entrepreneurial game.
To launch a startup, founders risk both money and time, the loss of which is felt very
personally. While the corporate environment can mitigate some risk, in-house
entrepreneurs should still have some skin in the game to encourage a sense of
ownership. (After all, if success brings rewards, it only makes sense that people face
risks.) Sometimes it's reputational risk (yours was the venture that crashed and
burned). But that doesn't mean you're off the fast track if the experience yielded
valuable lessons learned that can be applied elsewhere for future success.
Entrepreneurs are fundamentally alike. They are inspired by the need to create. Large
organizations can find and empower these creators by establishing a culture that
supports, empowers, and listens to them.
a) How the organizational culture and mindset "this is how we've always done things"
can be changed to uplift the entrepreneurial spirit within the organization. Comment
on it.
10
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PART-A
Q.1

What is the difference between correlation and regression?

Q.2

Define ―Text Mining‖? List a few applications of text analytics. What are the challenges
involved with Text Analytics?

Q.3

What is the trade-off between false positives and false negatives? Which of the two
according to you carries a greater risk? Does it depend upon a situation? Explain a
situation where false positive is more important and another where false negative is
more important.

Q.4

GPA and study hours - A survey was conducted on 193 Duke University undergraduates
who took an introductory statistics course in 2012. Among many other questions, this
survey asked them about their GPA, which can range between 0 and 4 points, and the
number of hours they spent studying per week. The scatter plot below displays the
relationship between these two variables.
FIGURE
a) What is the explanatory variable and what is the response variable?
b) Describe the relationship between the two variables. Explain unusual observations
(outliers), if any.
c) Can we conclude that studying longer hours leads to higher GPAs?
10

Q.5

Murders and poverty - The following regression output is for predicting annual murders
per million from percentage living in poverty in a random sample of 20 metropolitan
areas. The scatter plot below displays the relationship between these two variables.
Intercept = -29.901, poverty% = 2.559, and R2= 0.705
FIGURE
a) Write out the linear model.
b) Interpret the intercept.
c) Interpret the slope.
10

PART-B
Q.6

Answer any two of the following questions:
a) Explain briefly why data regulation has become an extremely important subject in
the current times.
5
b) List the names of algorithms that fall under supervised and unsupervised learning.
Briefly explain business cases of application of supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms.
5
c) What are the conditions required for fitting a least squares line?
5
d) How can data analytics help auditors?
5
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50
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PART-A
Q.1

―Organizations facing competition challenges require deep insight of day to day data‖.
What are the essential components of business analytics domain which are required for
data analytics?
5×2

Q.2

Create a 4 × 4 zero matrix using (Numpy). Display it and convert all diagonal elements
to ‗5‘. Write appropriate python code.
10

Q.3

Write python code for creating 6 element arrays. Multiply these elements by ‗8‘, and
find max.
10

Q.4

Create series of seven colors of rainbow indexed by their color names. Find ―Grean‖ at
which place through python code using pandas.
10

Q.5

Write python code for creating a data frame object with 5 column indexed by [―a‖, ―b‖,
―c‖…] with column names as ―Mon‖, ―Tue‖, ―Wed‖….etc. Use your own data.
10

PART-B
Q.6

a) Write Python code for creating a BAR chart with values [10, 30, 20, 15]. Use
matplotlib library.
5
b) Write python code to save a data frame data to ―Mydata.csv‖ file.
5
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PART-A
Q.1

Describe the communication process. What are the barriers that can prevent effective
communication?
15

Q.2

Your company has decided to procure a new range of DPX3434 model of laptops for its
young executives. Write a letter requesting information about the same using the BIRD
(Bottom line/main idea, Information required in detail, Repetition of main idea,
Deadline) sequence.
15

Q.3

Nisha Sharma, human resource manager for ABC International, has written to you
(marketing manager, Trendy Travel Goods) about a 5 piece luggage set priced at Rs.
Seven Thousand. She mentions that the set is to be their company‘s New Year gift. She
asks whether it is possible to purchase only three of the five pieces. The answer is ―no‖.
Write a half to one page refusal letter.
15

Q.4

Write a paragraph on
a) ―Group discussions are a good/bad tool to select job candidates‖.
b) ―Do not let the Power Point that you are using hijack your presentation.‖

Q.5

7½×2

Complete the following:
a) The difference between scanning and skimming is __________.
b) Active listening means __________.
c) Short speeches could follow the __________ sequence but effective presentations
should preferably follow the __________ structure
d) The difference between kinesics and paralanguage is __________.
e) SQ3R method stands for __________.
3×5

PART-B
Q.6

Read the caselet and answer the question given below:
Communication Channels Clogged
The company had several departments and hundreds of employees. The company was
family owned, family managed and completely family oriented. The owner, his brother,
their sons, and daughters-in-law managed all the affairs of the company. The heads-ofdepartment contacted the directors (owners) for any decisions that needed to be made.
One of the directors was always present in the office, and at hand, to hand out
decisions on critical and not-so-critical matters.
It was a norm to take decisions unilaterally without consulting the rest of the family
members. Sometimes employees were scolded for their acts and it was later found that
they had merely followed orders given by one of the directors.
Departmental heads started taking advantage of this functioning style. They knew
which boss to turn to for a particular wish to be granted. The directors seethed in
anger, at times, when something they did not agree with happened, but kept quiet
because one of them had granted permission. This style of functioning divided the staff
into favourites and non-favourites of one or the other of the directors.

A major decision was made by one of the directors. As it was beginning to be
implemented another director made a decision opposed to the one being implemented.
This led to an enquiry by each about what was going on. It also led to a showdown
between employees first and the directors later. The showdown became a big issue and
needed to be sorted out by the chairman, the original promoter of the company. The
bad blood between employees and directors started to spread to the operational areas
of the company. Customers made or serviced by one director were not treated well by
the other. The performance of the company started suffering. The atmosphere inside
the factory became tense and a once-happy campus was riddled with
misunderstandings.
The chairman could not pinpoint the reasons for this performance and decided to call all
departmental heads for a meeting. The departmental heads could not help him arrive at
a solution. They mentioned nothing about how they approached different directors for
getting different things. They even sent each director's favourite to him to get what
they wanted.
The communication channels remained clogged and things came to such a pass one
day that some young directors asked for a division of the factory. This came as a big
blow to the chairman who suffered a heart attack.
a) What are the communication requirements that are neglected by the company?
b) Prepare an ideal plan to handle this situation.
7½×2
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PART-A
Q.1

Describe the communication process. What are the barriers that can prevent effective
communication?
15

Q.2

Your company has decided to procure a new range of DPX3434 model of laptops for its
young executives. Write a letter requesting information about the same using the BIRD
(Bottom line/main idea, Information required in detail, Repetition of main idea,
Deadline) sequence.
15

Q.3

Nisha Sharma, human resource manager for ABC International, has written to you
(marketing manager, Trendy Travel Goods) about a 5 piece luggage set priced at Rs.
Seven Thousand. She mentions that the set is to be their company‘s New Year gift. She
asks whether it is possible to purchase only three of the five pieces. The answer is ―no‖.
Write a half to one page refusal letter.
15

Q.4

Write a paragraph on
a) ―Group discussions are a good/bad tool to select job candidates‖.
b) ―Do not let the Power Point that you are using hijack your presentation.‖

Q.5

7½×2

Complete the following:
a) The difference between scanning and skimming is __________.
b) Active listening means __________.
c) Short speeches could follow the __________ sequence but effective presentations
should preferably follow the __________ structure
d) The difference between kinesics and paralanguage is __________.
e) SQ3R method stands for __________.
3×5

PART-B
Q.6

Read the caselet and answer the question given below:
Communication Channels Clogged
The company had several departments and hundreds of employees. The company was
family owned, family managed and completely family oriented. The owner, his brother,
their sons, and daughters-in-law managed all the affairs of the company. The heads-ofdepartment contacted the directors (owners) for any decisions that needed to be made.
One of the directors was always present in the office, and at hand, to hand out
decisions on critical and not-so-critical matters.
It was a norm to take decisions unilaterally without consulting the rest of the family
members. Sometimes employees were scolded for their acts and it was later found that
they had merely followed orders given by one of the directors.
Departmental heads started taking advantage of this functioning style. They knew
which boss to turn to for a particular wish to be granted. The directors seethed in
anger, at times, when something they did not agree with happened, but kept quiet
because one of them had granted permission. This style of functioning divided the staff
into favourites and non-favourites of one or the other of the directors.

A major decision was made by one of the directors. As it was beginning to be
implemented another director made a decision opposed to the one being implemented.
This led to an enquiry by each about what was going on. It also led to a showdown
between employees first and the directors later. The showdown became a big issue and
needed to be sorted out by the chairman, the original promoter of the company. The
bad blood between employees and directors started to spread to the operational areas
of the company. Customers made or serviced by one director were not treated well by
the other. The performance of the company started suffering. The atmosphere inside
the factory became tense and a once-happy campus was riddled with
misunderstandings.
The chairman could not pinpoint the reasons for this performance and decided to call all
departmental heads for a meeting. The departmental heads could not help him arrive at
a solution. They mentioned nothing about how they approached different directors for
getting different things. They even sent each director's favourite to him to get what
they wanted.
The communication channels remained clogged and things came to such a pass one
day that some young directors asked for a division of the factory. This came as a big
blow to the chairman who suffered a heart attack.
a) What are the communication requirements that are neglected by the company?
b) Prepare an ideal plan to handle this situation.
7½×2
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PART-A
Q.1

You are an auto manufacturer and distributor. Describe why are information systems so
essential for running and managing your business today? Describe the characteristics of
MIS and explain how MIS differ from TPS and from DSS.
15

Q.2

Analyze how CRM and SCM systems helps businesses in locking in their customers and
suppliers by having better and long term relationships? Give examples.
15

Q.3

Evaluate the potential security problems that you see in the increasing use of intranets
and extranets in business? Develop a list of various safeguards that can be undertaken
to ensure security. What can be the solutions to the security such Problems? Give
example.
15

Q.4

Columbiana: a small, independent Caribbean island wants to develop its tourist industry
and attract more visitors. How can a Web presence help? What Internet business model
would be appropriate? What functions should the Web site perform? Discuss how the
ecommerce help in promotion of tourism of Columbiana?
15

Q.5

What are the alternative methods for building information systems? Analyze the
advantages and disadvantages of these as compared to traditional system development
cycle.
15

PART-B
THE PERILS OF TEXTING
Cell phones have become a staple of modern society. Nearly everyone has them, and
people carry and use them at all hours of the day. For the most part, this is a good
thing: the benefits of staying connected at any time and at any location are
considerable. But if you‘re like most Americans, you may regularly talk on the phone or
even text while at the wheel of a car. This dangerous behaviour has resulted in
increasing numbers of accidents and fatalities caused by cell phone usage. The trend
shows no sign of slowing down.
In 2018, a federal study of 10,000 drivers by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) set out to determine the effects of using cell phones behind the
wheel. The results were conclusive: talking on the phone is equivalent to a 10-point
reduction in IQ and a .08 blood alcohol level, which law enforcement considers
intoxicated. Hands-free sets were ineffective in eliminating risk, the study found,
because the conversation itself is what distracts drivers, not holding the phone. Cell
phone use caused 955 fatalities and 240,000 accidents in 2017. Related studies
indicated that drivers that talked on the phone while driving increased their crash risk
fourfold, and drivers that texted while driving increased their crash risk by a whopping
23 times.
Since that study, mobile device usage has grown by an order of magnitude, worsening
this already dangerous situation. The number of wireless subscribers in America has

increased by around 1,000 percent since 2005 to nearly 300 million overall in 2018, and
Americans‘ usage of wireless minutes increased by approximately 6,000 percent. This
increase in cell phone usage has been accompanied by an upsurge in phone-related
fatalities and accidents: In 2010, it‘s estimated that texting caused 5,870 fatalities and
515,000 accidents, up considerably from prior years. These figures are roughly half of
equivalent statistics for drunk driving. Studies show that drivers know that using the
phone while driving is one of the most dangerous things you can do on the road, but
refuse to admit that it‘s dangerous when they themselves do it.
Of users that text while driving, the more youthful demographic groups, such as the
18-29 age group, are by far the most frequent texters. About three quarters of
Americans in this age group regularly text, compared to just 22 percent of the 35-44
age group. Correspondingly, the majority of accidents involving mobile device use
behind the wheel involve young adults. Among this age group, texting behind the wheel
is just one of a litany of problems raised by frequent texting: anxiety, distraction, failing
grades, repetitive stress injuries, and sleep deprivation are just some of the other
problems brought about by excessive use of mobile devices. Teenagers are particularly
prone to using cell phones to text because they want to know what‘s happening to their
friends and are anxious about being socially isolated.
Analysts predict that over 800 billion text messages will be sent in 2019. Texting is
clearly here to stay, and in fact has supplanted phone calls as the most commonly used
method of mobile communication. People are unwilling to give up their mobile devices
because of the pressures of staying connected. Neurologists have found that the neural
response to multitasking by texting while driving suggests that people develop
addictions to the digital devices they use most, getting quick bursts of adrenaline,
without which driving becomes boring.
There are interests opposed to legislation prohibiting cell phone use in cars. A number
of legislators believe that it‘s not state or federal government‘s role to prohibit poor
decision making. Auto makers, and some safety researchers, are arguing that with the
proper technology and under appropriate conditions, communicating from a moving
vehicle is a manageable risk. Louis Tijerina, a veteran of the NHTSA and Ford Motor Co.
researcher, notes that even as mobile phone subscriptions have surged to over 250
million during the past decade, the death rate from accidents on the highways has
fallen.
Nevertheless, lawmakers are increasingly recognizing the need for more powerful
legislation barring drivers from texting behind the wheel. Many states have made
inroads with laws prohibiting texting while operating vehicles. In Utah, drivers crashing
while texting can receive 15 years in prison, by far the toughest sentence for texting
while driving in the nation when the legislation was enacted.
Utah‘s law assumes that drivers understand the risks of texting while driving, whereas
in other states, prosecutors must prove that the driver knew about the risks of texting
while driving before doing so. Utah‘s tough law was the result of a horrifying accident in
which a speeding college student, texting at the wheel, rear-ended a car in front. The
car lost control, entered the opposite side of the road, and was hit head-on by a pickup
truck hauling a trailer, killing the driver instantly. In September 2008, a train engineer in
California was texting within a minute prior to the most fatal train accident in almost
two decades. Californian authorities responded by banning the use of cell phones by
train workers while on duty.
In total, 31 states have banned texting while driving in some form, and most of those
states have a full ban for phone users of all ages. The remaining states are likely to
follow suit in coming years as well. President Obama also banned texting while driving
for all federal government employees in October 2009. Still, there‘s more work to be
done to combat this dangerous and life-threatening practice.
Q.6

Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following question:

What are the ethical, social, and political issues raised by this case? Determine which of
the ethical principles are useful for decision making about texting while driving?
15
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PART-A
Q.1

What are the main components of attitudes? Are these components related or
unrelated? Does behavior always follow from attitudes? Why or why not? Discuss the
factors that affect whether behavior follows from attitudes.
15

Q.2

What is the evidence for and against the existence of emotional intelligence? So, one
way to determine whether someone is genuinely happy or amused is to look at the
muscles around the upper cheeks and eyes–if the person‘s eyes are smiling or
twinkling, the smile is genuine. Ekman and his associates have developed similar
methods to detect other emotions, such as anger, disgust, and distress. According to
Ekman, the key to identifying real emotions is to focus on micro-expressions, or those
facial muscles we cannot easily manipulate.
Most research suggests we are not very good at detecting fake emotions, and we think
we‘re much better at it than we are. Do you believe training would improve your ability
to detect emotional displays in others?
15

Q.3

What are content theories of motivation? What are the key tenets of expectancy
theory?
15

Q.4

What are the key parts of the communication process, and how do you distinguish
formal and informal communication? Which social media sources do you think are most
useful for organizations to send communications to external stakeholders, like
stockholders or customers?
15

Q.5

What is the difference between a mechanistic structure and an organic structure? How
can you determine when a line has been crossed between a fun and informal culture,
and one that is offensive and inappropriate?
15

PART-B
Q.6

In 2008, facing a serious shortage of leadership-ready employees at the store
management level, Walmart decided to recruit from the U.S. military. The company sent
recruiters to military job fairs and hired 150 junior military officers, pairing them with
store mentors to learn on the job. The result: Walmart claims that it‘s been able to
bring in world-class leaders who were ready to take over once they had learned the
retail business that Walmart could easily teach them. Other organizations that have
heavily recruited from the military in recent years include GE, Home Depot, Lowe‘s,
State Farm Insurance, Merck, and Bank of America. It‘s not really surprising to see
companies turn to the military for leadership potential. A long tradition of books and
seminars advises leaders to think like military leaders ranging from Sun Tzu to Norman
Schwarzkopf. And military veterans do have a variety of valuable skills learned through
experience. General David Petraeus notes, ―Tell me anywhere in the business world
where a 22- or 23-year-old is responsible for 35 or 40 other individuals on missions that
involve life and death . . . They‘re under enormous scrutiny, on top of everything else.

These are pretty formative experiences. It‘s a bit of a crucible-like experience that they
go through.‖ Military leaders are also used to having to make due in less than optimal
conditions, negotiate across cultures, and operate under extreme stress. However, they
do have to relearn some lessons from the service. Some may not be used to leading
someone like an eccentric computer programmer who works strange hours and dresses
like a slob, but who brings more to the company‘s bottom line than a conventional
employee would. Indeed, in some companies like Google, there is nothing like the chain
of command military leaders are used to. Still, most forecasts suggest there will be an
ample supply of battle-tested military leaders ready to report for corporate duty in the
near future, and many companies are eager to have them.
a) Do you think leaders in military contexts exhibit the same qualities as organizational
leaders? Why or why not?
15
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PART-A
Q.1
Q.2

―Price discrimination is indistinguishable from dumping‖ Discuss the accuracy of this
statement.
15
―Current account deficit is always a point of concern for Indian Economy‖ Discuss.

15

Q.3

As an international manager, which country would you prefers to invest or locate your
plant-developed or developing country?
15

Q.4

―Impact of technology has been a subject of immense discussion‖ Why?

Q.5

―Most MNCs need not enter foreign markets to face the challenges of dealing with
multiculturalism‖ Evaluate this statement?
15

15

PART-B
A GLOBAL PLAYER?
This is one game that India has permanently lost to its arch-rival Pakistan—
manufacturing and exporting sports goods. Historically, when India and Pakistan were
one before 1947, Sialkot, now in Pakistan, used to be the world's largest production
centre for badminton, hockey, football, volleyball, basketball, and cricket equipment.
After the creation of Pakistan, Jalandhar became the second centre after Hindus in the
trade migrated to India. Soon Jalandhar overtook Sialkot and till the early 1980s it
remained so. However, when the face of the trade began to change in the 1980s and
import of quality leather and manufacturing equipment became a necessity for quality
production, Pakistan wrested the Initiative as India clung to Its policies of discouraging
Imports through high duties and restrictions. As It was, the availability of labour and
skills was a common factor In both Sialkot and Jalandhar, but with Sialkot having the
advantage of easier entry, most of the world's top sports manufacturers and procurers
developed an association with local Industry In Sialkot that continues even today. Ten
years later, in the early 1990s, when Manmohan Singh liberalised the norms for
importing equipment and raw material required for producing sports goods, it was too
late as majority of the global majors had already shifted base to Sialkot.
In 1961 the late Narinder Mayor started the first large-scale sports goods manufacturing
unit, Mayor & Company, thereby laying the foundation of an organised industry. Even
today, more than 70 per cent of the industry functions in an unorganised manner,
Starting with soccer balls, Mayor expanded to produce inflatable balls like volleyballs,
basketballs, and rugby balls. Today his two sons Rajan and Rajesh have built It up Into
five companies engaged In a wide array of businesses, though sports goods remain the
group's core btislness. While the parent trading company, Mayor & Company, remains
the' leading revenue-earner to the tune of ₹55 crore annually out of a total group
turnover of ₹85 crore-plus, Mayor's second. This is primarily because of two reasons—
slow response to our needs in tune with the market requirements from the government
and lack of infrastructure. And most importantly, tags 'Made in China' or 'Made in
Taiwan' are more acceptable In the West than 'Made In India' or 'Made In Pakistan'.

One of the mottos of the Mayor group has been to make 'Made in India' an acceptable
label in the West. For that we stress quality, timely delivery, and competent rates. Yet,
a lot depends on perception value, which in our case is sadly on the negative side,
much owing to our government's stance over the years. Things might be improving, but
the; pace is very slow and as our economy drifts towards a free market scenario
supinely, it might just prove to be too little too late in the end," says Rajesh.
Today, Mayor group is sitting pretty as its competitors, Soccer International Sakay
Trades, Savi, Wasan, Cosco, Nivia, and Spartan are only trying to catch up in the
inflatables category.; With 1.2 million dozen golf balls, Mayor is way ahead of its
competitors, The company is planning to enhance Its manufacturing capacity to 1.5
million doien golf balls next fiscal. With approval from the world's two top golf
associations—the US PGA and RNA of Scotland, demand for its product is not a
problem, the company's senior marketing officials point out. With the markets in
Mayor's current export destinations—Europe, North America, Australia, and New
Zealand—all s*et to expand in the coming years after the present slump, Mayor wants
to expand Its sports goods business that caters to SO per cent of Its overall exports.
Though 40 per cent of exports come from houseware manufactured in Delhi and
Mumbai, with export centres in the same countries for its sports goods, just about
maintaining' this business at its present state, and concentrating entirely on sports
goods is what the Mayorsare intent on.
With nearly 2000 i skilled workforce; quality certification from ISO 9001:2000 and ISO
14001: 2004; and having spread to more than 40 countries, Mayor and Company is
obviously sitting pretty.
Q.6

Read the case study carefully given above and answer the following questions:
a) What routes of globalisation has the Mayor group chosen to go global? What other
routes could it have taken?
b) What impediments are coming in the Mayor group's way of besoming a major and
active player in international business?
c) Why is 'Made in India' not liked in foreign markets? What can be done to erase the
perception?
5×3
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PART-A
Q.1
Q.2

―Price discrimination is indistinguishable from dumping‖ Discuss the accuracy of this
statement.
15
―Current account deficit is always a point of concern for Indian Economy‖ Discuss.

15

Q.3

As an international manager, which country would you prefers to invest or locate your
plant-developed or developing country?
15

Q.4

―Impact of technology has been a subject of immense discussion‖ Why?

Q.5

―Most MNCs need not enter foreign markets to face the challenges of dealing with
multiculturalism‖ Evaluate this statement?
15

15

PART-B
Q.6

A GLOBAL PLAYER?
This is one game that India has permanently lost to its arch-rival Pakistan—
manufacturing and exporting sports goods. Historically, when India and Pakistan were
one before 1947, Sialkot, now in Pakistan, used to be the world's largest production
centre for badminton, hockey, football, volleyball, basketball, and cricket equipment.
After the creation of Pakistan, Jalandhar became the second centre after Hindus in the
trade migrated to India. Soon Jalandhar overtook Sialkot and till the early 1980s it
remained so. However, when the face of the trade began to change in the 1980s and
import of quality leather and manufacturing equipment became a necessity for quality
production, Pakistan wrested the Initiative as India clung to Its policies of discouraging
Imports through high duties and restrictions. As It was, the availability of labour and
skills was a common factor In both Sialkot and Jalandhar, but with Sialkot having the
advantage of easier entry, most of the world's top sports manufacturers and procurers
developed an association with local Industry In Sialkot that continues even today. Ten
years later, in the early 1990s, when Manmohan Singh liberalised the norms for
importing equipment and raw material required for producing sports goods, it was too
late as majority of the global majors had already shifted base to Sialkot.
In 1961 the late Narinder Mayor started the first large-scale sports goods manufacturing
unit, Mayor & Company, thereby laying the foundation of an organised industry. Even
today, more than 70 per cent of the industry functions in an unorganised manner,
Starting with soccer balls, Mayor expanded to produce inflatable balls like volleyballs,
basketballs, and rugby balls. Today his two sons Rajan and Rajesh have built It up Into
five companies engaged In a wide array of businesses, though sports goods remain the
group's core btislness. While the parent trading company, Mayor & Company, remains
the' leading revenue-earner to the tune of ₹55 crore annually out of a total group
turnover of ₹85 crore-plus, Mayor's second. This is primarily because of two reasons—
slow response to our needs in tune with the market requirements from the government
and lack of infrastructure. And most importantly, tags 'Made in China' or 'Made in
Taiwan' are more acceptable In the West than 'Made In India' or 'Made In Pakistan'.

One of the mottos of the Mayor group has been to make 'Made in India' an acceptable
label in the West. For that we stress quality, timely delivery, and competent rates. Yet,
a lot depends on perception value, which in our case is sadly on the negative side,
much owing to our government's stance over the years. Things might be improving, but
the; pace is very slow and as our economy drifts towards a free market scenario
supinely, it might just prove to be too little too late in the end," says Rajesh.
Today, Mayor group is sitting pretty as its competitors, Soccer International Sakay
Trades, Savi, Wasan, Cosco, Nivia, and Spartan are only trying to catch up in the
inflatables category.; With 1.2 million dozen golf balls, Mayor is way ahead of its
competitors, The company is planning to enhance Its manufacturing capacity to 1.5
million doien golf balls next fiscal. With approval from the world's two top golf
associations—the US PGA and RNA of Scotland, demand for its product is not a
problem, the company's senior marketing officials point out. With the markets in
Mayor's current export destinations—Europe, North America, Australia, and New
Zealand—all s*et to expand in the coming years after the present slump, Mayor wants
to expand Its sports goods business that caters to SO per cent of Its overall exports.
Though 40 per cent of exports come from houseware manufactured in Delhi and
Mumbai, with export centres in the same countries for its sports goods, just about
maintaining' this business at its present state, and concentrating entirely on sports
goods is what the Mayorsare intent on.
With nearly 2000 i skilled workforce; quality certification from ISO 9001:2000 and ISO
14001: 2004; and having spread to more than 40 countries, Mayor and Company is
obviously sitting pretty.
a) What routes of globalisation has the Mayor group chosen to go global? What other
routes could it have taken?
b) What impediments are coming in the Mayor group's way of besoming a major and
active player in international business?
c) Why is 'Made in India' not liked in foreign markets? What can be done to erase the
perception?
5×3
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PART-A
Q.1

Accounting conventions are important because they ensure that multiple different
companies record transactions in the same way. Providing a standardized methodology
makes it easier for investors to compare financial results of different firms, such as
competing ones operating in the same sector. Elucidate this statement with the help of
a) Double Entry System,
b) Going Concern,
c) Money measurement and
d) Separate Entity concept.
15

Q.2

The Schedule III provides general instructions for preparation of the balance
sheet and the statement of profit and loss of a company, elucidate the format and its
components.
15

Q.3

Mr. M. Shah started Campus Pizzeria Inc. on August, 1 and he was the sole owner of
the corporation and the following transactions had taken place in his corporation
a) On August 1, Mr. Shah invested $5,000 in the business as owner
b) On August 1, the firm paid $750 rent for the month of August
c) The firm borrowed $4000 from bank on a 9% note payable, with interest payable
quarterly and the principal due in full at the end of the two years
d) Equipment costing $7200 was purchased for cash. The expected life of the
equipment is 10 years
e) An initial inventory of pizza ingredients and boxes was purchased on credit for
$ 8000
f) In august pizza sales were $12,000 all for cash
g) During august the pizzeria‘s employees were paid $3000 in wages
h) During the month an additional $5750 of ingredients and boxes was purchased on
credit
i) August sales consumed $6000 of ingredients and boxes.
j) At the end of the month, bills for various utilities used in August were received
totaling $450
k) During the month $4800 of accounts payable was paid
l) On August 13, the firm catered a party for a fee of $200. Because the customer was
a friend of Mr. Shah, the customer was told that payment could be made later in the
month
m) On August 29, a check was received from Mr. Shah‘s friend for the party of August 13.
You are required to:
i) Make all the journal entries
Prepare the T Accounts and Trial Balance as on August 31
15

Q.4

Depreciation is the assigning or allocating of the cost of a plant asset (other than land)
to expense in the accounting periods that are within the asset's useful life discuss the
impact of the depreciation method on the financial decision of the finance manager?
Also Discuss the accounting entries for the Straight Line Method and WDV method? 15

Q.5

―The Cash Flow Statement portrays how a company has spent its cash. It is often used
in tandem with the other two key reports – the Profit and Loss and the Balance Sheet.
It is the third important component of a company‘s financial statements.‘ Elucidate this
on the basis of cash flow worksheet.
15

PART-B
Q.6

The following is the Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet of Lal Companies Ltd.
Redraft them for the purpose of analysis and calculate the following ratios:
a) Gross profit ratio;
b) Overall profitability ratio;
c) Current Ratio;
d) Debt-Equity Ratio;
e) Liquidity Ratio
Profit and Loss Account
Particulars
₹
Opening Stock of Finished 2,00,000
Goods
Opening Stock of Raw 1,00,000
Materials
Purchase of Raw Materials
6,00,000
Direct Wages
Manufacturing Expenses
Administration Expenses
Selling
and
Distribution
Expenses
Loss on Sale of Plant
Interest on Debentures
Net Profit

4,00,000
2,00,000
1,00,000
1,00,000

Particulars
Sales

₹
20,00,000

Closing Stock of Raw 3,00,000
Materials
Closing Stock of Finished 2,00,000
Goods
Profit on Sale of Shares
1,00,000

1,10,000
20,000
7,70,000
26,00,000

26,00,000

Balance Sheet
Liabilities
Share Capital:
Equity Share Capital
Preference Share Capital
Reserves
Debentures
Sundry Creditors
Bills Payable

₹
2,00,000
2,00,000
2,00,000
4,00,000
2,00,000
1,00,000
13,00,000

Assets
Fixed Assets
Stock of Raw Material
Stock of Finished Goods
Sundry Debtors
Bank Balance

₹
5,00,000
3,00,000
2,00,000
2,00,000
1,00,000

13,00,000 3×5
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PART-A
Q.1

The heights of 15 students of a class were noted as shown below. Compute arithmetic
mean by using:
i) Direct Method and
ii) Short-Ctit Method.
S. No.:
Ht(cms):

1
160

2
167

3
174

4
158

5
155

6
171

7
162

8
152

9
156

10
175

11
178

12
167

13
177

14
162

15
153

15
Q.2

What is meant by ‗regression‘? Why should there be in general, two lines of regression
for each bivariate distribution? How the two regression lines are useful in studying
correlation between two variables?
15

Q.3

If 2% of the electric bulbs manufactured by company are defective, find the probability
that in a sample of 100 bulbs.
a) 0,
b) 1,
c) 2,
d) 3 bulbs will be defective
15

Q.4

―The primary contribution of game theory has been its concept rather than its formal
application to solving real life problems." Do you agree? Discuss.
15

Q.5

The materials manager of a company has projected 10, 15 and 18 truckloads of a
product for three consecutive months. The seasonal indices for these are 141.5, 125.8
and 82.6 respectively. Work out the seasonalised forecast for each month of three
months?
15

PART-B
Q.6

a) A random sample of 100 articles selected from a batch of 2000 articles shows that
the average diameter of an article = 0.354 with a standard deviation = 0.048. Find
at 95% confidence standard for the average of this batch of 2000 articles.
b) Two brands of bulbs are quoted at the same price. A buyer tested a random sample
of 100 bulbs of each brand and found the following:
Mean life (hrs)
S.D (hrs)
Brand 1
1300
82
Brand 2
1248
83
Is there a significant difference in the quality of two brands of bulbs at 5% level of
significance?
15
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PART-A
Q.1

a) What are the merits and demerits of arithmetic mean?
7½
b) The arithmetic mean of 50 items of a series was calculated by a studentas 20.
However, it was later discovered that an item 25 was misread as 35. Find the correct
value of mean.
7½

Q.2

Calculate Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation between expenditure on advertising
(X) and sales (Y) from the data given below:
X:
Y:

39
47

65
53

62
58

90
86

82
62

75
68

25
60

98
91

36
51

78
84

15

Q.3

In a book of 520 pages, 390 typo-graphical errors occur. Assuming Poisson law for the
number of errors per page, find tile probability that a random sample of 5 pages will
contain no error.
15

Q.4

―Decision criteria under situation of uncertainty is governed by the attitude of the
decision maker.‖ Explain.
15

Q.5

The trend equation fitted to annual sales is given by Y = 600 + 72X unit of X in one
year. Origin 30th June 1983. Adjust the trend equation for finding the monthly trend
values for the months of January to March 1984.
15

PART-B
Q.6

A sample of 900 members has a mean 3.4 cms, and s.d. 2.61 cms. Is the sample from a
large population of mean 3.25 cms. and s.d. 2.61 cms?
If the population is normal and its mean is unknown, find the 95% and 98'% limits of
true mean.
15
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PART-A
Q.1

The present-day marketing is customer driven. Explain this statement with suitable
example.
15

Q.2

What do you mean by new product development? What are the stages in the process of
developing a new product?
15

Q.3

Pricing decision of a firm may be cost driven or market driven. Explain in detail.

Q.4

Name the various advertising media and explain what kind of promotional tools will be
used by you for promotion of health drink for kids?
15

Q.5

―Modern marketing is an integrated process of identification, assessment and
satisfaction of human wants‖.
15

15

PART-B
Q.6

Natura Beauty Products has been a medium sized business manufacturing and selling
herbal cosmetic and perfumes. Their top selling perfume musky has been a favourite
among its nation-wide clientele. Its raw material is an organic extract from musk-deers
in Nepal. After a recent regulation enforced in Nepal, the trapping and killing of musk
deers has been banned. This has pushed up the raw material price by 50%. Natura
seeks your advice.
a) Should the company raise the price of musky?
b) How would customers respond to price rise? Explain in detail.
7½×2
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PART-A
Q.1

Define ‗marketing-mix‘. Discuss different component of marketing-mix with appropriate
examples.
15

Q.2

What are the different stages of the Product Life Cycle (PLC)? How does the PLC
influence the marketing mix decisions? Illustrate with suitable examples.
15

Q.3

Prepare a marketing plan for a new business of scented candles to be launched during
the festive season. Make the required assumption and also state them clearly.
15

Q.4

Explain in detail.
a) Goods vs. Services
b) Sales approach vs. marketing approach

Q.5

7½×2

Explain the promotional strategies that you think are appropriate to be used for
personal care products and laptop.
15

PART-B
Cosider the following segments for fitness centers
Making friends
The ―making friends‖ market segment sees fitness centers as an opportunity to mix with
people with similar goals and lifestyles and to make new friends.
Taking shape
The ―taking shape‖ market segment consists of consumers who are primarily interested
in improving the look of their body.
Peak performers
Consumers in the ―peak performers‖ segment are highly disciplined and self-motivated
individuals when it comes to their health and fitness. They are highly focused upon
achieving their personal best.
Health requirements
Consumers in this market segment attend a fitness center because they are trying to
improve their health, strength, or because of ―doctor‘s orders‖.
Sports focus
This segment are those consumers who are heavily involved in sport and use a fitness
center to help improve their fitness in order to participate in their chosen sport.
Q.6

a) Review the above market segments and identify which segments would make
attractive target markets for fitness centers? Why do you think these would be the
most attractive target markets?
15
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PART-A
Q.1

What is breach of contract? What remedies are available to the non-breaching party in
the event of breach of contract?
15

Q.2

What is the procedure for the registration of firm? What are the consequences of
non-registration?
15

Q.3

Explain different kinds of meetings. Also, explain the requisites of a valid general
meeting.
15

Q.4

Define ‗partnership‘. Also discuss the rights and liabilities of the partners on the
dissolution of the firm.
15

Q.5

Write detail notes on the following:
a) Negotiable instruments.
b) Memorandum of association.
c) Winding up of a company.

5×3

PART-B
Q.6

a) X signs as the maker a blank but stamped instrument and gives it to Y with authority
to fill it up as a promissory note for ₹500 it being the amount of an advance taken
by X from Y but it fraudulently fills the document for ₹5000 the stamp put upon it
being sufficient to cover this amount Y endorses this instrument to P for ₹5,000
who takes it in good faith can P enforce this instrument.
b) A entered into an agreement with S to deliver him (S) 5,00 bags to be manufactured
in his Factory. The bags could not be manufactured because of strike by the workers
and Akhilesh failed to supply the said bags to Shekhar. Decide whether Akhilesh can
be exempted from liability under the provisions of the Indian Contract Act, 1872.
c) Z, a minor, lent ₹10,000 to Y at the market rate of interest on the basis of a
promissory note. A year thereafter, when Z attained majority, he filed a suit against
Y for recovery of the amount thereon. Y contended that since Zz was minor at the
time when loan was advanced, the contract was void. Will Y succeed?
5×3
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PART-A
Q.1

Discuss the implementation of the ABCDE hierarchy for cultivating optimism.

15

Q.2

Analyze a business situation when stereotyping has become an obstacle to decision
making.
15

Q.3

Explain the basic steps involved in career planning process. How will you plan your
career keeping in view the goal that you have in your mind?
15

Q.4

Develop a short synopsis of 40-60 words representing yourself as a candidate for a
marketing job with a hospitality company. Justify the profile with respect to your
strengths.
15

Q.5

‗Personal values pave the way for long term success‘. Evaluate this statement with
respect to the meaning and importance of personal and social values.
15

PART-B
Q.6

Situation: You have been appointed at a middle manager level with an FMCG
organization with 15 members in your team. Discuss how you will ensure maximum
productivity of your team, leading to superior team performance.
15
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PART-A
Q.1

Discuss the psychographic segmentation plan implemented by Cadbury for Dairy Milk
chocolates. Create a perceptual map depicting at least four PoDs and PoPs for this
Brand.
15

Q.2

Identify any five of your personality traits and evaluate how influence your consumption
pattern and choices (discuss the product/ service/ brand choices)?
15

Q.3

What the factors determine the success of celebrity endorsers as an aspirational
reference group? Give examples to support your answer.
15

Q.4

Justify why the stages of the Engel-Blackwell-Miniard Model for consumer decision
0making may not be followed in present times? Answer with specific reference to social
media.
15

Q.5

Interpret the following with respect to their impact on consumer behavior:
a) Advertising clutter.
b) Solution selling and concept selling.

7½×2

PART-B
Q.6

Evaluate the change in attitude of millennials on account of massive cultural influences
on society? Discuss as per the tri-component attitude model.
15

